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ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION 

OF ADULT MISDEMEANANTS 

IN HAMILTON COUNTY, OHIO 

FORE~IORD 

This report is a summation of a study commissioned by 

Hamilton County, Ohio, and conducted by the Institute of Govern

mental Research, University of Cincinnati. 

The basic purpose of' the study was to provide an estimate 

of the size of a correctional institution needed to replace the 

existing Cincinnati ~lorkhouse, and to recommend pre-architec- , 

tural plans that would change the orientation of this facility 

from detention to correctiono 

However, inasmuch as only a minority of offenders are 

currently incarcerated -- and there is reason to believe that 

even this percentage is too high -- it was necessary first to 

examine available alternatives to incarceration. Our rationale 

was simply that rehabilitation has as its basic purpose read

justment to the community, and that this readjustment is more 

likely to be successful if it takes place in the community. 

We therefore first explored the availability of community

based co~rectional programs. Given sufficient community-based 

programs, it is reasonable to assume that there would be a 

corresponding reduction in the need for institutional facilities. 

This would save construction and operating costs, and contri

bute to the rehabilitation process. 

This report, then, summarizes our findings on alternatives 

to incarceration. Inasmuch as decisions on its implementation 

seriously affect decis~.ons on institutional capacity and pro

grams, considerat.ion of these proposals should precede our 
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recommendations pertaining to a new institution, which will be 

the subject of a separate report. 

This s':~udy was conducted primarily by an interdisciplinary 

team of University faculty, consisting of Dr. Robert B. Mills, 

professor and head, Department of Law Enforcement and Corrections, 

College of Community Services; Dr. John A. Winget, professor of 

sociology; Dr. Richard Wo Brush, adjunct assistant professor of 

psychiatry and olinical director of the Municipal Court Psychiatric 

Clinic; and the writer. This study team was assisted by a 

number of other individuals. Professor John J. Murphy, bf the 

College of Law, provided valuable assistance on legal aspects, 

including pre-trial procedures. Major John Case, Superintendent 

of Bucks County, Pennsylvania, Prison, and James C. Reed, 

Director of Honor Camps, San Diego County, California, were 

helpful in providing valuable practical information and sug

gestions on the operation of various rehabilitation programs. 

A Planning Advisory Committee chaired by John F. Steele, pro

vided valuable citizen input concerning our various proposals. 

This study was made possible by a grant from the Law 

Enforcement Assistance Agency, with the local share subscribed 

by the Citizens Committee on Justice and Corrections. 

While the University of Cincinnati, through its Institute 

of Governmental Research, was commissioned to make this study, 

it should be noted that the University as an institution takes 

no position re ga:t'ding the con ten ts of this report. The con

clusiollS hEll'ein set .forth l'epl'eseut the professional views of 

the study team. 

w. Donald Heisel 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Why Alternatives to Incarceration? 

The primary responsibility of our criminal justice system -

police, courts, jails, probation -- is the protection of Ror.iety. 

Crime is on the increase. The Federal Bureau of Investi

gation reports that crime increased 148% during the 1960s, 

compared to a 13% increase in national population. l While 

these figures may be distorted by a greater current tendency 

to report crime and by more intensive police effort to ferret 

it out, there can be no minimizing the fact that the crime 

problem is serious and getting worse. 

Who are the persons committing these crimes? No studies 

are available which provide definitive answers, but one point 

is clear: many crimes are committed by a relatively small 

group. According to some estimates, as many as 95% of the 

persons in state penal institutions had prior records as mis

demeanants, and many as juveniles. While records are not kept, 

information available at the Cincinnati Workhouse indicates that 

as many as half of the inmate population on a given day has been 

incaI'cerated there previously. The majority of persons paroled 

from the Workhouse went directly to other institutions that had 

holds on them. 

The FBI has recently released startling data on the reoi

divism of a group of 18,567 offenders released from the federal 

criminal justice system in 1963. Within six years 65% of this 
2 ' group had been re-arrested. It is worthy of note that a smaller 

percentage of those who had been placed on probation returned to 

the criminal justice system than those who completed a prison 

1 Crime in the United states, 1969 I'eport of the FBI, Washington 
2 Government Printing Office, 1970, p~ge 2. 
~. t page 37. 
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term, indicating, as a m~n~mum, that prison sentences do not 

fulfill the objective of protecting society. 

The FBI also has studied recidivism of a larger group of 

240,322 offenders in the period 1960-69. These were persons 

re-arr/~sted one or more times. These data show that, of this 

group, the average offender was re-arrested almost three times 

during this period. Interestingly, some 400fo of the re-al'rests 

occured in states other than the original arrest.3 While this 

study dealt primarily with felons, it is reasonable to assume 

that these figures are reasonably typical of what would be found 

in a comparable study of misdemeanantso 

Recidivism, then, in ~ major problem in crime prevention. 

The fact tha'~ recidivism is so high -- even though exact figures 

are not available -- indicates that our present system fails 

to oorrect behavior, and therefore fails to protect society. 

This is no criticism of any official, local or national. 

Indeed, the problem is world-wide. Re~ognition of its scope 

resulted in President Nixon's appointing a Task Force on Pri

soner Rohabilitation on October 16, 1969. This Task Force 
1+ . 

report of April, 1970, began as follows: 

Of the several things America can and shOUld do to 
reduce the incidence of crime, one with a pari;icularly 
great potential for reducing it significantly and soon 
is improving the ways in which the nation's jails and 
prisons, its juvenile detention homes and training 
schools, its probation and parole services induce or 
help or enable criminals and deJ.i nquents to become law
abiding men, women and ch:i.J,(it·en~ 

The Task l!'OW!A concluded that no "system" was ourrently in 

PX;S/:Oll('!(-) iu the U. S., and that the failure of rehabilitation 

h'f,4t:J a major caUse of the incl'ease in crime. 

.... ---_ ..... ---- ...... 

3 lEM,., page 35. 

4 Report of the President's Task Force on Prisoner Rehabilitation, 
1970. Washington, GOVt"ll'lllr.ellt Pl'inting O:f:tice, page 50 
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If as the Task Force suggests, massive improvement is 

necessary, we suggest that emphasis be placed on community

based corrections for two important though elementary reasons: 

1. Cost: An effective probation service can supervise 

ten to fifteen probationers, for the $1,500 a year 

it would cost to incarcerate each. 

2. Effectiveness: The very nature of an institution 

produces an attitude of dependency which is in Gon

flict with the needs of a normal adjustment to com

munity life. 

Correction or Retribution? 

In the past, the prevailing thinldng was tha t swift and 

sure punishment was an adequate deterrent to crime. At 

various times, criminals were tortured on a rack, locked into 

stocks, executed for minor thefts. More recently, the "cruel 

and unusual punishments" were abandoned in favor of incal'cerR

tion, the length of which was intended to be crudely related 

to the seriousness of the crime. More accuratelYt we believe, 

it could be said to be related to the mood of the legislative 
. . 5 

body at the time it considered the penalty for any g~ven cr~me. 

The theoretical purpose of incarceration has been to change 

behavior through punishmentc If a parent locks a child in his 

room because he was "bad," the assumption is made that he will 

n.ot offend again if he does not want to be locked up again. 

But while the theory may be to achieve changed behavior, . , 
we cannot overlook the fact that society too often seeks retri-

but~.onD "An eye for an eye" philosophy underlies our thinking, 

particularly with regard to an especially heinous crime, just 

as a mother's anger, rather than the child's offense, fr.equently 

is the real oause of his punishment. 

5 .... --------
Beyond 'the scope of this study, there is a need for thorough 
roviow oi 8~ato laws and local ordinances setting peralties. 
EVon if Ptl?J,ishment is the objective, these laws are now some
thing loss than rational. Fo~ example, attempted larceny in 
Ohio carrie,s a heavier penalty' than its 6uccesAful commission; 
the J.nw FlJlpn'l.'<m t.1.y llllll:l.nhos fFl.:l1.Ul't! than cl'ime. 
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We would not quarrel with this human reaction, except for 

one pragmatic reason: it doesn't work. The very increase in 

crime rates, particularly by recidivists, proves that society 

is only cutting off its nose to spite its face. Rather than 

correct behavior, incarceration in human warehouses tends to 

increase prisoners' hostility to society, which is a major cause 

of deviant behavior in the first place~ Incarceration and its 

after-effects establish in the minds of many prisoners that they 

are rejected by the very society that says it wants to assimilate 

them. Because one criminal is a.ccepted most readily by another, 

jails become schools teaching how to be more successful in 

crime. 

The Local Picture 

Misdemeanants in Cincinnati and Hamilton County generally 

come before the Hamilton County Municipal Court. This Court 

is operated by the City of Cincinnati, but has county-wide 

jurisdiction. Nine Judges are elected on a county-wide basis. 

They rotate through the various courtroom assignments, criminal 

and civiln The established pattern provide s for one Judge in 

Traffic Court, one in Criminal Court, t"IO in the outlying area 

courts conducted in various county locations, and the remainder 

handling civil cases and jury-demand cases. In recent months, 

the increasing criminal burden has caused the Judges to schedule 

certain additional criminal cases to other courtrooms, to take 

the load off the Criminal Court. The Judges have also worked 

out an arraignment system which has been effective L~ expe

diting the criminal court load. 

The staff which serves the Court is small. In addition 

to the clerical work, whioh is under the jurisdiction of the 

Clerk of Courts, the Judges have an administrator-referee who 

handles Bmall claims adjudication in addition to performing 

some administrative work. A small stenographic unit meets the 

clerical needs of the Judges. A Probation Department, con

sistin.g of a Chief Probation Officer, a Supervising Psychiatric 

Caseworker, and eight Proba.tion Officers, with clerical help, 

adm:i,ni,Eftol'l::j l:hA p.t'ohat.ion ,fIInc·b:i.on ;for some 2 t500 probationers. 
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A Psychiatric Clinic, operated for the Court by the 

Cincinnati Board of Health, evaluates offenders referred by 

the Judges, usually prior to sentencing. No other resources 

are available to the Court to handle offenders except througn 

incarceration in Cincinnati's Workhouse. This facility nor

mally handles 400-500 offenders. Treatment programs are con

fined to weekly mee'Cings of Alcoholics Anonymous and a small 

branch of Opportunities Industrialization Center, a training 

program aimed at job readiness. The general acceptance of the 

inadequacy of Workhouse facilities was the primary motivation 

leading to support for this studyo 

Although the Cincinnati Police Division has an excellent 

Records Bureau, statistics on offenders, as contrasted with 

offenses, are minimal. No system exists through which it is 

possible to determine the number of individuals committing 

offenses in this area. Likewise, Workhouse statistics do not 

reveal how many of the present Workhouse population are repeatel'S~ 

The absence of statistics on offenders has been a serious handi

cap to this study. However, it should be noted that the Regional 

Computer Center is developing a criminal justice infol'lllRti.on 

system which will produce such information. 

Al though data on recidivism are lacking locally, ''Ie do know 

that crime is increasingo Index crime fol' Cincinnati rose from 

4,349 in 1960 to 13,154 in 1969, ar.Ml"dins to FBI reports, an 

increase of 200% in nine ye::n'c;. 

The specific objective of this portion of the study was to 

bl'Jng to the attention of officials and the general public the 

means whel'eby crime could be reduced, and the public thus safe

guarded, by the reduction of recidivism. While local statistics 

on recidivism are lacIting, the observations of police and court 

officials confirms that a large number of offenders are seen 

repeatedly. This is tl'ue (If YaJ::l.ou8 types of of,fenders, but 

!llu'1;1 eml ::n'ly ,ql(l(lhol; OR .. 
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This problem is not confined to Cincinnati. It is nation

wide. For this reason, there is much activity in progressive 

courts throughout the country 0 We therefore determined that 

the subject of alternatives to incarceration could best be 

handled by investigating developments elsewhere. This was done 

through literature, attendance at conferences, correspondence, 

personal conversations, and field trips. Each alternative was 

evaluated from the standpoint of its probable effectiveness 

within the Hamilton County situation. 

Following the gathering of information and an evaluation 

by the University committee, each alternative to incarceration 

was described in a memorandum sent to the Planning Advisory 

Committee appointed by the Board of County Commissioners. 

In some instances revisions were made on the basis of Com

mittee inputso Revised versions of these memoranda form the 

basis for this report (Chapters IV through VIII). 

This procedure was followed in order to permit early con

sideration of the various alternatives to incarceration. This 

early consideration became necessary when Hamilton County 

requested the University t6 speed up the study. The original 

plan called for a full year on this phase. But with construction 

funds for a new Corrections Center becoming available, the 

County felt that any means of compressing the time schedule 

should be followed. 

The Planning Advisory Committee was appointed primal'ily to 

advise the Coun-ty Commissioners, not the Institute staff" How

ever, its willingness to make sugg~=tions and to constructively 

criticize the various memoranda submitted by the Institute is 

appr.eciated. Its primary role begins with this final reporto 

It will evaluate the report as a whole, consider its financial 

implications, make recommendat:l.ons to the County Commissioners 

and to other officials concel'ning pl'iori ties, assist the Com

missioners in interpreting the problems of prisoner corl'ection 

and detention to the OOUlllluni ty, and advise on the planning of 

n. l1P'~ Uu_t'~"O,,'M.()nfl ('C>Jlt<.1~'.. !rJle memho.l't'lhir of the Contmi ttee 
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makes it particularly qualified to perform these functions, as 

it is representative of official circles, concerned groups, 

and the general publico Its membership, and the agencies they 

represent, includes the following: 

Judge Lyle Castle - Common Pleas Court 

Judge George Wo Bunyan, Jro - Hunicipal Court 

Melvin G. Rueger - County Prosecuting Attorney 

Dan Tehan - County Sheriff 

Ernest Taylor 

Walter Veail 

Henry Sandman 

William Brown 

Mrs. \1oodward Garber 

John Steele 

Robert Gordon 

William Fellerhaff 

Simon Lazarus 

Conclusion 

- County Probation Department 

- City Probation Department 

Division of Safety -
City of Cincinnati 

- Me A. Ro C. C. 

- Citizen's Committee on 
Justice and Oorrection 

- Citizen's Police Committee 

Chamber of Commerce 

- Cincinnati Bar Association 

- Cincinnati Bar Association 

We emphasize that we have been pragmatic in our approach. 

The goal has been to find ways of reducing crime by recidi

vists o There are some who believe that a "tough" approach is 

necessary in the interests of the victims of crimeo While this 

thinking is understandable, it ignores two facts: (1) that 

the victims of some 55-60% of misdemeanors are the perpetrators 

themselves, not others; and (2) that the interests of crime 

victims are best served by preventing crime rather than by 

obtaining retribution from perpetrators. The public intoxicant, 

the vagrant, the petty gambler are not hurting others; they 

hurt themselves, and the society which must support them. How 

to lessen this burdAn :i oS the sub,iect of this report. 
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CHAPTER II 

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF CORRECTION: A PRACTICAL APPROACH 

Because of the many facets of correctional work, it is 

considered desirable to bring together in one section of this 

report the principles on which these recommendations are basedo 

These principles are widely accepted among specialists in 

correctional worko Acceptance of these principles forms a 

basis for accepting the recommendations for action in Ham

ilton County. It is therefore the purpose of this chapter 

to present them succinctly. 

1. Treatment and rehabilitation are among the recognized 

methods in the field of corrections for preventing and controlling 

crime and delinquencyo The early detection and effective deter

rence of crime and delinquency through strengthening of correctional 

methods should therefore be a primary concern of the community. 

2. For correctional programs to be effective, they must 

be based on the offender rather than on the offense. The needs 

of the offender vary, but not necessarily by the type of crime 

committed. Correctional programs should be available which 

meet the needs of offenders with the purpose in mind of getting 

him out of the criminal justice system and keeping him out. 

3. The fundamental purpose of correctional programs 

,should be the re-integration of the offender into the com-

munity. If he can take his rightful, lawful place in the 

community, the goal of keeping him out of the criminal justice 

system can be attained. 

4. It follows, then, that as much of the correction work 

as possible be based within the community to which the offender 

is expected to readjust. His removal to the artificial environ

ment of an institution makes this l'eadjustment even more diffi

cult. This is not to suggest that there is no place for 

in cal'Ce.t'a tion j the temporary removal of an offender from the 

commnnity may be necessary for the protection of society. 

When the offender ~.s ;I.'amoved, however, it must be real ized 
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5. In community-based correction, the heart of the 

correctional program must be the probation system. Pro

bation is not only a means of exercising legal control over 

the offender, but is also the way to provide supervision and 

guidance during the correctional process. 

6. To make correctional programs work, the length of 

the sentence must take into account the needs of the parti

cular offender. Maximum flexibility should be allowed the 

Court in determining the length of sentence, including the 

length of probation, so that supervision continues as long as 

it is needed. 

7. Correctional programs should be welded into an inte

grated system, whether community-based or institutionally-based. 

A variety of programs, to meet the needs of man~ different 

offenders, should be available. These programs can be provided 

most efficiently and effectively if existing, private resources 

of the community are used. Attention should also be given to 

the basic needs of many offenders for improved educationRl and 

job-related skills. 

8. The accomplishment of successful programs requires 

a professional staff of high quality. Staffing a correctional 

program with the necessary personnel requires a personnel system 

based on the principle of merit, including under the merit 

system the selection, promotion, and tenure of each employee. 

9. The accomplishment of a successful program also 

requires public support, as evidenced not only by its willing ... 

ness to provide the funds, but also by its involvement in 

volunteer programs, in lessening job discrimination against 

persons with criminal records, and in general in accepting the 

rehabilitated offender back into the community. 

100 Finally, correctional programs should be based on 

evidence obtained through adequate research. Implementation 

of this principle requires continuing ef~ort on the part of 

correctional officers, working with universities and other 

rebearch associations, and the aocnmulation of data through 

rll .. opel'J.y-deR;~ned l'ecOl'dR systems" 

- --- ~ ---
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The above statement of principles received recent support 

from the American Correctional Association. Meeting in Cin

cinnati recently, the Association celebrated its Centennial 

by adopting a "Declaration of Principles," which is repeated 

here to emphasize both the need for fundamental considerations 

and the pragmatism inherent in this approach: 

DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES 

adopted by the 

AMERICAN CORRECTIONAL ASSOCIATION 

1970 

Preamble. 11be Centennial Congress of Correction, to re
affirm the ideals and aspirations of its membership, to encourage 
a more enlightened criminal justice in our society, to pl'omote 
improved practices in the treatment of adult and juvenile of
fenders, and to rededicate its membership to the high purposes 
stated by its founding leaders in 1870, does adopt this Centennial 
Declaration of Principles. 

Principl~. The prevention and control of crime and delin
quency are urgent challenges to society. The growing body of 
scientific knowledge, especially in the behavioral sciences, coup
led with the practical wisdom and skill of those professionally 
engaged in society's struggle with the problem of crime, provides 
the soundest basis for effective action. 

Principle II. The forces for the prevention and control of 
crime and delinquency ultimately must find their strength in 
thtl constructive qualities of the society itself. Properly 
functioning basic institutions -- the family, the school and 
the church, as well as the economic and political institutions 
and a society united ill the pursuit of worthwhile goals are 
the best guarantees against crime and delinquency. 

Principle IIIo Correction and punishment are the presently 
recognized methods of preventing and controlling crime and 
delinquency a The strengthening and expansion of the correctional 
methods should generally be the accepted goal. 

?rinciple IV. In a democracy the success of any public 
agency, including that of corrections, depends in the final 
analSrsis on popular acceptance and support 0 An adequate 
financial base, emphRsis on the adequacy of personnel, and 
insistence on an alert and pl'ogl'sssive administl'ation is the 
responsibility of the public and a function of its enlightened 
concern about crime and delinquency p:roblems. This places on 
corl'eo'bion!;! the all-impol'tant burden of preparing and dissemi .. 
nating objective information needed for public policy decisions 
at all jurisdio'hional levels .. 
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Principle Vo The len~h of the punitive sentence should 

properly be commensurate with the seriousness of the offense and 
the extent of the offender's participation. Inequality of 
sentences for the same or similar crimes is always interpreted 
as an injustice both by the offender and the societyo On the 
other hand, the length of the correctional treatment given the 
offender for purposes of rehabilitation depends on the circum
stances and characteristics of the particular offender and may 
have little relationship to the seriousness of the crime committedo 
In a corl'ectionally oriented system of crime control, statutes 
providing maximum flexibility in the determination of the 
appropriate release date can assure the optimal benefits of 
correctional treatmento 

Principle VI. No law, procedure or system of correction 
should deprive any offender of the hope and possibility of his 
ultimate return to full, responsible membership in societyo 

Principle VII. The correctional process has as its aim the 
the reintegration of the offender into society as a law-abiding 
citizeno In the course of non-institutional treatment the offender 
continues as a member of the conventional community contacts 
should be encouraged and maintainedo The success of the correc
tional process in all its stages can be greatly enhanced by 
energetic, resourceful and organized citizen participation. 

?rinciple VIII. Corrections, comprising both instit~tional 
and community-based programs, should be planned and organ~zed as 
an integrated system responsible for guiding, controlling, 
unifying and vitalizing the correctional process. 

Principle IXo The variety of treatment methods corres
ponding to the varying needs of the offenders suggests a diversi
fication of correctional effort, resulting in a system of 
specialized agencies, institutions and programs. These should 
be so planned and organized as to meet the differential needs 
of the offender. The spirit of continued experimentation with 
new types of programs which show promise of more effective 
results shOUld be encouraged and supportedu 

Principle Xo The organization and administration of cor
rectional agencies and institutions is a complex area of public 
administration and management, which deals with one of the most 
~.nvolved of social problemso It is essential that the admini
stration of the correctional agencies meet the highest standards 
of public service, and that all employees be selected in accor
dance with the best criteria and serve on the basis of merit 
BrLd tenure systemso 

Principle XI. The special and complex problems in under
standing and dealing with criminal and delinquent behavior imply 
the need for personnel pORsesaing suitable personality traits 
and specialized. sk"Uls and hence the need for special professional 
education and training of a high standard, including pre-service 
and continued in-service training of a high standard, including 
pre-Flervice and continued in-service training at all levels. The 
potential contributions of ex-offenders as correctional workers 
Rhould be recognized. 
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Principle XII. The collection and pUblication of criminal 

statistics designed to p~ovide information on the extent and 
nature of criminality and juvenile delinquency and on the' various 
phases of the correctional process is indispensable for the under
standing of crime and for the planning and evaluation of correc
tional and preventative measures o 

, Such statistics are necessary and should be developed on 
nat~onalt state and local levels and should consist of statistics 
of the offenses known to the police, arrest statistics, judicial 
statistics, ~robation, institutional and parole statistics 
as well as crimi~al career records o ' 

Principle XIII. Research and the scientific s'tudy of the 
~roblems of criminal behavior and of the methods of dealing with 
~t are essential prereqUisites for progress. Through its 
e~ucational and research institutions, society shOUld sponsor, 
f~nance and carry out both basic ~d applied research in this 
area. The law enforcement and correctional agencies and Dlsti
~utions shOUld lend their support, take initiative and engage 
~n appropriate research as an indispensable ?~rt of their 
effort to improve their performance. 

Principle XIV. Correctional agencies and institutions can 
best achieve their objectives by providing resources for the 
complete study and eValuation of the offender. Decisions deter
mining the treatment design for the offender should be based o~ 
a full investigation of the social and personality factorso 
These investigations may be made at different levels, so long 
as the essential information is available at the proper step 
in the decision-making process. 

Principle XVo To assure the eventual restoration of the 
offender as an economically self-sustaining member of the com
munity, the correctional program must make available to each 
i~mate ev7ry opportunity to raise his educational level, improve 
h~s ~oca honal competence and skills, and pl'ovide him wi th 
mean~ngful knowledge about the world and the society in which he 
must liveo 

. ,principle XVI. Well-organized correctional programs will 
achvely seek opportUld.ties to collaborate with other public 
and private agencies to assure that the offender has access to 
a wide range of services which will contribute to his sta
bility in the community. 

Princi~le XVII. The ~riminal justice system should, inso
far as poss~ble, be relieved of responsibility for the care or 
treatment of persons who are charged with offenses which have 
their origins in the ahuse of alcohol or drugso Such persons 
are mo).'e appl'opl'iately the concern of comllltIDi ty health and 
men'tal health serviceso 
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Principle XVIII. Community-based correctional programs are 

essential elements in the continuum of services required to assure 
the reintegration of the offender into the society. Probation 
parole, residential, tratment centers and other forms of con- ' 
di ti~nal, freedom such as work and study furlough p]"ograms 
prov~de ~mportant and necessary alternatives to imprisonment. 

Principle XIX. Probation is the most efficient and econo
mical method of treatment for a great number of offenders. To 
enhance the achievement of the full potentialities of probation, 
~andatory exceptions to the use of probation with respect to 
specific crimes or to types of offenders should be eliminated 
from the statutes. 

Principle XX. All offenders should be released from correc
tional institutions under parole supervision, and parole should 
be granted at the earliest date consistent with public safety 
and the needs of the individual. Parole decisions should be 
made by a professionally competent board. The type and degree 
of supervision should fit the needs of the individua.l offender. 

Principle XXI. Community-based correctional fa.cilities such 
as community treatment centers and half-way houses provide ' 
important alternatives to more formally organized institutions 
and facilitate access to supportive community services. 

Principle XXII. The transition of the offender from insti
tutional life into the community should be facilitated wherever 
feasible by measures which permit his participation in normal 
community activities such as work and study furlough programs. 
Participants should be carefully selected and supervised and 
their economic exploitation scrupulously avoided. 

Principle XXIII. The principles of humanity and human 
dignity as well as the purposes of rehabilitation require that 
the offender, while under the jurisdiction of the law enforce
ment and correctional agencies, be accorded acceptable stan
dards of decent living and human dignity. 

Principle XXIV. The architecture and construction of penal 
and correctional institutions should be functionally related to 
program designs. The variety of existing programs, to be further 
expanded,i~ the future',indicates the need for similar variety 
~.d flexl.bl.lity of arch~tec:tural design and construction. The 
building standards and technological advances of the day should 
be reflected in these structures. The failure of large insti
tutions indicates the desirability of institutions of moderate 
size, lending themselves better to fulfillment of the objectives 
of a good correctional program. 

Principle XXV~ New correctional institutions should be 
located with ready access to community agencies which provide 
~el'v~ces, such as mental health oenters, and educational 'bl'aining 
~nst~tutions -- of whioh provide support to correctional pro
grams and contribute to continuing staff development. 
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Principle XXVI. Except in most unusual circumstances, pro
vision should be made for the s':lparate housing of persons charged 
wi th crime and detained for cou·~t action and convicted prisoners 
who are under sentence. 

Principle XXVII. Every e,l.'fort should be made to establish, 
maintain, and develop local co'~rectiona1 facilities and programs 
which are designed to meet thE needs of short-term offenders or 
offenders who are soon to be released from long-term imprison
ment. Such facilities should work closely with and use the 
resources of local human servj,ce agencies, both public and 
private. 

Principle XXVIII. Some eriminal law violators who are found 
by t~courts to be criminally responsible, but who, from the point 
of view of modern psychiatry and psychology are abnormal, need 
psychotherapYQ Diagnostic and treatment facilities for such 
offenders should be provided at appropriate stages of the correc-
tional process. 

Principle XXIX. Control and management of offenders should 
be by sound scientific methods, stressing moral values and organi
zed persuasion, rather than primarily dependence upon physical fOl't:~~ 

Principle XXX. All employable offenders in correctional 
institutions should be given the opportunity to engage in produc
tive work, without in any way exploiting the labor of prisoners 
for financial gain, or unduly interfering with free enterprise. 
It is imperative that all governmental jurisdictions, industry 
and labor, give full cooperation to the establishment of pro
ductive work programs with a view to imparting acceptable skills, 
work habits, and attitudes conducive to later gainful employment. 

PrinciJele XXXI. Religion represents a rich resource for 
moral and spiritual regeneration. Specially trained chaplains, 
organ:! zed religious it1sl:.t'I1C I;ion and cOllnseling, together with 
adequate facilities for group ... ,orship of the inmate's own choice, 
nt'e essential elements in the program of a. correctional institution. 
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CHAPTER III 

ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION -- A SUMMARY OF THE RECOMMENDED PROGRAM 

The chapter is intended to provide a brief summary of those 

alternatives to incarceration that the study team believes to 

be usable in the setting of the Hamilton County Municipal 

Court. If these alternatives were available, the Judges would 

be in a position of being able to use their discretion effec

tively; that is, to have the confidence that their intent 

could be carried out ... ~th regard to each offender. 

This point is important. Currently, the Judges are in an 

unenviable position. They have wide discretion legally; none 

of the recommendations contained in this report would lessen 

this latitude. But as a practical matter, their discretion 

is limited. For example, the absence of an effective probation 

service means that a Judge cannot put an offender on probation 

with any confidence that it will be helpful. The case load is so 

high, and the resources so low, that the effectiveness of pro

bation is extremely limited. 

This report, then, is aimed at providing meaningful alter

natives to incarceration, so that the Judge can have confidence 

that his decision will be effectively implemented. 

Administration 

No program is self-administering. It is no criticism of the 

nine Judges of the Municipal Court to point out that day-to-day 

administration cannot be handled by a panel of nine persons, 

each of whom is occupied in a separate room during his work-

day. While monthly meetings of the Joint Session are useful 

in determining COU1't policy, they are no substitute for full

t:i.tne admin:i.stl'at:l.on o 
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We therefore regard it as essential that a Court Adminis

trative Officer be named as a fulltime court executiveo He 

would provide adm~tnistrative supervision and coordination over 

the personnel employed in all phases of correctional work, 

in addition to the present court. administrative functions. 

Details concerning this l'ecommendation ... .rill be found in 

Chapter IV. 

Administration of any public function needs support, which 

can be enhanced if the public's right to know is facilitated. 

One of the best ways of involving the public is through the 

formation of an advisory committee. We recommend a Correc

tions Advisory Committee that would be appointed by the Joint 

Session and would work with the Court Administrative Officer. 

Its areas of involvement would include the following: 

l~ General advice on policy. 

20 Assistance in involving other citizens in a program 

for the use of volunteers in the court setting, par

ticularly as volunteer probation officers. 

3. Assistance in recruiting staff, and advising on 

policies that would help to utilize staff most 

effectively, thus helping to retain the type of 

workers needed for a meaningful correctional 

program. 

4. Assistance in interpreting the mission of correc

tions to the community. This point is very important; 

such a citizen group could help to dispel some of the 

current prejudices which make it so difficult for an 

offender to get back into the mainstl'eam of social 

and economic lifeo 

Composition of such a committee should be broadly repre

sentati ve of the community, and include val'ious social agencies, 

relig:i on 8 p;L'I . .'1ll'A, bl1f1~ ueAA jI;;t.'onpo, [lnd oi ,ric ol'ganizations in 

al1. pal'ts of the county. 
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Probation 

The present Prohation Department of the Hamilton County 

Municipal Court is inadequate. Its case load is excessive, 

in terms of numbers of cases per worker (over 300) and in terms 

of inadequate liaison with c'ommunity resources. Probation 

"supervision" consists largely of reporting; guidance is the 

exception. If recidivism is ,to be lowered, we recommend the 

following: 

1. Increase in the number of Probation Officers engaged 

in offender supervisio'n, so that time for meaningful 

guidance is available. 

2. Adding to the function of the Probation Department 

task of supervising a w()rk release program for in-

carcerated offenders who qualify. 

3. Providing personnel to effectively carry \?ut the pro

visions of Ohio law which permit offen~ers to pay 

fines on the instalment plan. 

4. Establishing an intake and pre-sentence unit within 

the Probation Department; whose function would be to 

interview all new probationers and assist in directing 

them to rehabilitation programs that offered reason

able chance of removing them from the criminal justice 

system. In addition, this unit would take care of 

making pre-sentence investigations as required by the 

Judges, and would also intorview dischargees from the 

Detoxification Centers. More pre-sentellce investi ... 

gations would assist the Judges in carrying out their 

responsibilities in sentencing prisoners. 

5. Increasing the qualifications of members of the Pro

bation staff through in-service and continuing 

education, and providing incentive for improvement 

through the establishment of a rank of Assistant 

Chief Probation Officer to assist in supervising 

small squads of officerso 

6. Establishing a volunteer program that would provid~ 

probation supervis:i.on on a one-to-one basis, as haS' 

been effectively done in a number of other oourts. 
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Providing for increased use of parole by providing 

for the supervising of parolees by the Probation 
Department 0 

The details of these and related recommendations are found 

in Chapter V. However, it should be borne in mind that one of 

the principal inadequacies of the present probation system 

the lack of systematic availability of community resources 

is an integral part of the probation recommendations. It is 

discussed briefly in a subsequent section of this chapter and 
in detail in Chapter Vllo 

Program and Staff Development 

The present probation system lacks direction.. The only 

supervisor is the Chief Probation Officer, who takes a partial 

case load because of the inadequacy of his staffo 

We propose, in Chapter VI, that the continuing responsibility 

for program development be assigned to one top-ranking and highly 

qualified Director of Program and Staff Development.. This 

official would conceive and refine programs of rehabilitation, 

train the probation staff in their execution, and evaluate the 

results, so that each continuing program would be serving the 

purpose for which it is intended. It is, in short, a staff 

position to the Court Administrative Officer, designed to 

insure that planning and program development would not get 

lost in the hustle and bustle of daily work .. 

Rehabilitation 

Thus far we have summarized two of the three prinoipal 

needs -- an effective field force of Probation Officer's to con

tact probationers, and a program development unit to devise 

programs that would help to make such contacts meaningful. . 
The third need is for rehabilitation facilities that would pro-

vide the Pl'OhRtion Officel' with thE> means of carrying out the 

;Pl'ogl'allll'l. This is the fUlle t;lon of the ,Rehab:i.li ta tion Division 0 
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A top-level employee should be given the responsibilities 

of (1) marshalling existing community resources t:.at could then 

be used by probation officers for helping probat~onersi and (2) 

when a need exists that cannot be met through existing community 

resources, developing the necessary resource within the Division 

of Rehabilitation. The latter should be minimal; at this time 

we can see only the need for a court-developed halfway house 

(Adult Opportunity Center) and detoxification centers. 

Use of existing community resources would be more economical 

than creating parallel agencies, assuming existing agencies are 

willing and able to work with probationers. We believe most 

would. We also point out that once a probationer establishes a 

relationship with an appropriate agency, periodic reporting to 

the probation department should be no longer required. This 

would save probation officers much time. 

An "Adult Opportunity Center" the halfway house concept, is 

needed for some probationers. In some instances this need. is 

entirely physical; the probationer may simply need shelter until 

he gets a stea~y job. In other instances, the psychological 

support of a group may be essential to his readjustment. 

We suggest that some of the unused space in Drake Hospital 

would be appropriately used for this purpose in order to reduce 

in~tiaJ. c.p~ts .. 

Alcoholic 'neto~f~ca~io~ 
, .. ,0.,.. 'II, ,\",. ·'1' 1"'- ·"t· 

Alcohol is the biggest single cause of illegal behavior. 

One-third of misdemeanant qonvictions are for public intoxi

cation. In addition, ~coholics qomm~t other crimes while under 

the influen~e. For this r~aso~. spe9.lia~ attention, must be paid 
~ ~, -

to this problem. 

We recommend th~ ~onstru9~i'?litr p:f ~wo d~~oxifi"a,t;ton 

cen~er8, each of 6o-.bed 9apao~tYt~ one in the We~~ End and one 

in Over-the-Rhin,e~ Mt. Aub~f.~ or~~v.o~dale. ~e pu~pose of the 
,- . 

detoxification cente:t;'s wou~d 1?~ se.l.ell.y r~O sobel'. Up ~toxicants 
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brought in by police or through other referralse Typical stay 

would be five to seven days~ Medical and nursing supervision 
would be provided. 

We further recommend that in the cases of public intoxicants 

brought in by the police, a citation system be devised whereby 

an intoxicant j.s cited to the center; if he stays until medically 

released, the citation would be voided. This would keep such 

persons out of the courts, and save SUbstantial police time. 

Upon discharge, we recommend that each person be interviewed 

by a socilal worker of the Probation Department's proposed Intake 

and Pre-Sentence unit, so that an effort would be made to encourage 

treatment of the problem which has led to excessive comsumption 

of alcohol. Only in this way can the cycle be broken. Some of 

the alcoholics would need the support which could be obtained in 

the Adult Opportunity Center during their therapyo 

Creation of detoxification centers would have the greatest 

impact on the size of a new Corrections Center to replace the 

Workhouse. We estimate that completion of the detoxification 

centers would permit a reduction of 70 in the capacity of the 
Correction Centero 

Psychiatric Clinic 

The Psychiatric Clinic is a major aid to the Judges in 

determining the sentence to be imposed on many offenderso 

Currently, the Clinic is har~,dicapped in providing service 

because of its small size. Expansion is in order. 

Currently the Clinic can evaluate 500-600 cases a year. 

Its reports to Judges are delayed unreasonably by a backlog 

of referrals. Doubling its capacity is necessary to keep 

current. In addition, experience indicates that a large num

ber, estimated at 35%, could be treated within the Clinic if 

staff time were available. Other cases would continue to be 

l'eferred to other community l'eaOU1'ces. However, provision should 

be made in the staffing to permit the Clinic to follow up on 
such referrals. 
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The Clinic currently operates under the Board of Health, 

as a part of its Division of Mental Health. We recommend con

tinuation of this relationship as a means of preserving a close 

identity with the medical community. However, the budget for 

the Clinic should be provided through the Courts, instead of 

by direc-/; appropriation to the Health Department. This would 

give the Courts greater control over the level of service. 

Staffinp; 

Increasing the services necessary to provide viable alter

natives to incarceration will require a substantial staff in

crease. The above recommendations can be carried out only if 

sufficient numbers of qualified people are employed. 

We recommend that appointments be made under the principle 

of merit. We are aware that the Court is exempt from the state 

civil service law. This exemption, however, does not prevent 

the Court from establishing its own system for obtaining the 

best possible candidates. We recommend that the Corrections 

Advisory (!olOmittee, previously referred to, be given an ad

vjRory l'ole in staff s~]e<.:t::i.on and ret.ention. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DEPARTMENT OF COURT SERVICES 

Introduction 

Perhaps the most dramatic area of governmental operations 

to those :tnterested in crime is the disparity and disin

tegration of operations in the legal system. There is 

little, if any, liaison or coordination throughout the 

country between the major branches of the system of 

justice. The law enforcement agencies, occupied with 

apprehending, have very little association with the courts; 

indeed, in recent years, they have been critical of, and 

angry' at, court decisions. Similarly, the courts have 

little if any consistent communication and involvement 

w~th the correctional process, despite the fact that 

they make the decision about sending individuals to 

penal institutions. All too often judges have never seen 

the ja:i.ls or penitentiaries to which they sentence the 

offenders who come before them. The correctional systems, 

burdened by inadequate tax support and public attitudes of 

retribution and punishment, are woefully inadequate to 

meet the task presented to them as are the probation and 

parole personnel serving as extensions of the courts.
l 

It is axiomatic that any program needs competent adminis

tration. The present structure of the Municipal Court does not 

lend itself to good administration, as there is no top-level 

administrator provided in its organization structure. Adminis

trative decisions are made at the monthly Joint Session of the 

nine Judges. The Presiding Judge carries some leadership func

tions; but his primary role is as a Judge, working in a court

room. Time is not available for full-time administration. 

1 Memlinger, Dr. W. Walter, "Violence and the Urhan Crisis," 
National GouncJ.'.l of (!1.·.·lllr\l 1 d D l' V 1 16 3 , ft) €llnquency, o. ,noo , 
July, 1970, page 2~5. 
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Therefore, this chapter's primary purpose is to recommend 

the creation of a Department of Court Services, headed by a 

full-time administrator. 

Functions of Department 

The purposed Department of Court Services would include the 
follo\'iing functions: 

1. Probation, including pre~sentence investigation, intake 

interviewing, and supervision of probationers, by both 

a paid professional staff and by volunteers. 

Rehabilitation, the supplying of resources which the 

probation staff can use, either by establishing liaiBoll 

with existing community resources or by developing them 

under court auspices, tb,;' latter to include detoxi

fication centers and the Adult Opportunity Center. 

Psychiatric Clinic (liaison only; line direction to 

be under the Board of Health of the City of Cincinnati). 

Institutional treatment, including line supervision 

of the county jail and the proposed new corrections 

center to replace the existing Cincinnati Workhouseo 2 

Program and staff development, the conception of 

new treatment prograrns t training of staff in their 

use, anri evaluation of ::;e.sul.ts. 

These functions are outlined in the proposed organization 

chart of the Department, shown on page 3l~ All alternatives to 

incarceration are further described in separate chapters of 
this report. 

----------
2 

The inclusion of institutional treatment under Court direction 
is not mandatory. Institutions could be placed under the 
Board of County Commissioners. We suggest inclusion in the 
Department of Court Services in order to provide the best 
possible relationship between community-based treatment pro
grams and insti tuti('\!la.1 ly-based trea'l;ment, and in order to 
emphasize the Court1s responsibility for the persons who are 
convicted of crimes. Howeve~, we realize that successful 
programs are being operated elsewhere when the administration 
of institutions is a responsibility of the County Commissioners. 
~his decision need not be made at this time; it should await 
legislation that would transfer the Hamilton County Municipal 
Oourt from city to county operation. 
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Importance of Administration 

The above listing of functions indicates that the total 

range of court-supporting services will be extensive, if sub

stantially all of the recommendations of this report are ulti
mately implemented. 

Competent coordination and administration are important if 

the anticipated results are to be realized. The coordination 

fUnction is particularly important. The probation unit, for 

example, will be dependent on the rehabilitation unit for supply

ing resources, and on the program and staff development unit for 

new programs and staff development in their use. Information 

obtained by the Psychiatric Clinic must be available to probation 

officers and in some instances to the staff of the Corrections 

Center. These are but a few examples of the need for close 

coordination and good communication among the various divisions 
of this Department. 

Such coordination does not just happen in any organization. 

One of the roles of the administrator is to develop the climate 

which makes good coordination come effortlessly. When it is 

developed, an effective and efficient work force results. 

Another major problem that can be anticipated is the 

setting of standards of work accomplished. Correctional work 

is nebulous; it is not like factory produotio.tl work, where the 

units are standa~dized and can be counted. If the community is 

to be asked to invest more heavily in correctional programs, 
it d eserves some assurance that the additional funds will be 

well spent. Top level administration is the only way to develop 

confidence in the effectiveness of the program, in the absence 
of concrete measurement tools. 

As indicated earlier, the Joint Session of nine Judges is 

not and cannot be expected to be a management device. Judges 

wOl'k :i,nc'l,:i.v:i<'h~A.1.1y Ju oom'!;:r-oollls.. They cannot be expected to 

,provide guidance to a large stAf.:t: of cOl'l'e,:rb:i,o.naJ. employees. 
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Their role must be limited to setting policy, then hiring one 

person to see that it is carried out. 

---------

This is not a local phenomenon. Large court systems through

out the nation have begun to realize the need for competent court 

administration. An Institute for Court Management began operation 

in the summer of 1970 under a Ford Foundation grant, training 

persons in court administration in connection with the University 

of Colorado. Although the chief emphasis in this program is in 

the area of court administration rather than in cOl~'ectional pro

grams, it does illustrate the administrative problems being 

faced by courts generally. 

Duties of the Court Administrative Officer 

The pr~lcipal function of the Court Administrative Officer 

would be to take full responsibili'cy for the operation of all 

court-related services as shown on the organization chart, 

page 

We anticipate that, in common with other public officials 

of similar status, most of his time tllould be occupied with 

contacts other than with his subordinates. The most signifi

cant of these contacts would be with the Joint Session, and in 

some instances with individual Judges. As policy would be set 

by the Joint Session, he would be required to meet wi·th them 

regularly, and to submit proposals for policies for their 

consideration and adoption. He would also channel all reports 

from the staff to the Joint Session, with his recommendationso 

All compl~ints or special requests would also cbme through his 

office from the Judges. 

He would also be the planner, proposing the annual budget 

and defending his proposals first to the Joint Session and then 

to the Finance Comrn.i. ttee of O:i. ty Oouncil (or to the Board of 

.connty Commissioners). 
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We also recommend that he be authorized to hire and fire 

employees, and to recommend, for Joint Session approval, a set 

of personnel regulations that would provide systematic personnel 

management based on the principle of merit. 

He should also be delegated the responsibility for such 

matters as purchasing and record-keeping and other routine 

operational decisions which now are handled by the Joint Session, 

leaving the Joint Session available for important policy matters. 

In addition to his contacts with the Judges and legislative 

bodies, we would anticipate many community contacts. He would, 

for example, be intimately involved with the negotiations with 

private social agencies which might be used as part of the 

rehabilitation process. He would be involved with the Pl'oposed 

advisory committee (see below). If the Court develops such 

facilities as halfway houses and detoxification centers, he 

would be concerned with their financing and const,l.'uction, and 

work with architects on design. 

\1e assume that these outside contautB l,'ouJ,d consume the 

grea tel' part of the Admin:!.stl'a ti ve Officer's time, and possibly 

all of it. 

Assistru:rLQ9..1ft't .. Ad)1li.nistra ti ve Office::.' 

The impol·tance of coordination has already been emphasized. 

While the responsibility for coordination would be in the office 

of the Court Administrative Officer, we doubt that he would have 

the time to carry it out personally. We therefore suggest that 

he be authorized an assistant, to whom he would delegate this 

responsibility. 

~be ASSistant's role uould be properly described, in 

military t.~rms, as executive officer of the Department. He 

would be the dfly-to-day supsl'viso.r, making BUl'e tha. teach division 

was flllwt.i,onin~ in accol'dance with polioy. 

e' 
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He would immediately supervise the heads of the principal 

divisions, probation, institutions; and rehabilitation. He 

would coordinate the activities of the Psychiatric Clinic 

with the divisions of the Department using its services needed 

by the Court on programs other than corrections. This includes 

the stenographic services to the Judges, the personnel and 

financial records for all court activities and the other routine 

housekeeping chores. He WOUld, of course, delega'te some of these 

duties to subordinate employees, but would retain l'esponsibilitJ 

for their ~erformance. 

Advisory Committ~~ 

We recommend appointment by the Judges of an advisory com

mittee to work primarily with the Court Administrative Officer 

and his staff. The purpose of this committee would be to pro

vide citizen ~lpUts regarding the correctional process. 

Many elements of the community could be included on this 

committee. The business community should be involved as a 

means of improving coordination regal'ding job opportunities fOl' 

probationers and released offenders. The social work community 

could be used for advice and for coordination of the use of 

existing community resources. Citizens groups, such as the 

Citizens Committee for Justice and Corrections, would be useful 

in helping to recruit volunteers. The Council on Alcoholism has 

long been interested in problems of the alcoholic, a substan

tial proportion of the court load. Educational institutions 

which train corrections officers could be brought in so that 

training programs are most relevant to the needs of the Depart

ment. The Bar Association has an obvious intel'est in all matters 

relating to the administration of justice. 

In addition to their individual contributions, the com

mittee as a whole would be useful in interpl'eting the role of the 

Court in the OClI'..l't')..:t1.ona't p.rooess. As indicated in ChElptel' 1, 

a key dM,1A1.011 is the de·/;el"lIIinar.~,on oi' whether society wants 

IIIA1'/-l1 .. y to ,Ptlll:Lsh of:f'ende'l.'s, or whether it wants to avoid 

l'eoj div';i r-un w11l'tn rORA~bJe. While~.n theo.t'y we may gain consid-

------
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erable support for the position advocated in this report, that 

correction is far preferable to punishment, we recognize that 

oommunity attitudes in favor of this position ebb and flow, 

sometimes because of increases in the types of criminal be

havior which have an emotional impact on the publico \~e see the 

advisory committee as a possible stabilizing influence, helping 

the community to take a long-range look at the benefits of a 

correctional program. 

Staffinp: 

The management of the Department of Court Services would 

require one Court Administrative Officer, one Assistant, and one 

Stenographic Secretary~ 

This report will summarize costs of each element in Chap

ter IX. 

Summary 

The purpose of this chapter has been to recommend competellt 

top ma..'lagement for the expanded correctional program l'ecommended 

in this report. Good liaison with the court and with the com

muni ty and close coordination of ; ube.'l.'l'E'la ted COl'l'a\') bional func

tions l~eqtdl'O I.~OClrl mmlEtgeUJent. We are convinCfld that it would 

l'1ave money in the long run. 
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CHAPTER V 

DIVISION OF PROGRAM AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

Introduction 

Throughout the entire study, but particularly in dealing 

with the subject of rehabilitation, the absence of good, hard 

research data was a continuing handicap. Seldom could we find 

actual figures on such routine matters as the number of separate 

individuals involved in the criminal justice system, as compared 

with the number of offenses; sociological data on the prisoners 

incarcerated in the Workhouse, such as employment status, 

marital status, and the like; 01:' data on offenders brought 

into courts. In the field of rehabilitation, we find few 

studies of success of any given program, throughout the nation. 

Responsibilities of the Division 

\-Ie therefore propose that, within the Department of Court 

Services, ther~ be created a Division of Program and Staff 

Development, whose responsibilities would include the following: 

I. It would have important inputs concerning the 

record-keeping systems throughout the court pro

cess, particularly including the rehabilitation 

efforts. Complete records shOUld be kept on every 

person in the rehabilitation process, which should 

be made a part of the criminal justice information 

system currently being plromed at the Regional 

Computer Center. If adequate records are kept, 

they will form the basis of research which can 

determine cost in relation to benefits, and non

productive programs can be identified and droppedo 

2. Based on this information, thi.s Division would 

recommend and plan new programs and changes in 

existing programs, subject to approval of the 

.Director of Cou:l't Rel'vices and the Joint Session. 
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30 This Division would also train staff, particularly 

probation officers, in the application of new and 

revised programs. This is a particularly important 

function, in that each probation officer must be 

familiar with every tool available to him if he is 

to effectively counsel his probationers and the 

volunteer probation officers working with him. 

40 The Division would also keep informed on the avail

ability of federal support for various programs, 

and what is necessary to qualify for federal finan

cial assistanceo 

5. The Div~sion Director should also maintain close 

liaison with the local universities, two of which 

have programs in corrections work. The universities 

could be of value to the Courts, and vice versao 

Small research tasks might be undertaken as class 

projects. Master's theses might emanate from 

analyses of court records o Faculty may be interested 

in research. Student assistants might be employed 

6. 

on research projects on an as-needed basis" The 

possibilities are almost unlimited, if someone: 

specifically is in charge of liaison. 

The Division Director would probably want to esta-

blish an unpaid research committee, representative 

of the universities and other interested elements 

of the community, to suggest projects and to assist 

in coordinating studies. 

7. Finally, the Division Director, as well as other 

key officials of the Department of Court Services, 

should participate, at public expense, in activities 

of national organizations, such as the National 

Council on Crime and Delinquency. Hamilton County 

is not the only municipal court with problems; 

some other courts are attempting innovations of 

which the local court should be aware. Each helps 

the other, through the exchange of information made 

PORR:i h Ie by oOOl)e.t'a t,i on wj, th national organizations. 

... ---- ---'--------
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In short, this would be a small staff agency, responsible 

to the Director of Court Services, to develop program and the 

staff to carry it outo While this is a limited staff respon

sibility, it is so important that it should be assigned to 

someone full-time, rather than get buried in the hurly-burly 

of other daily routine. 

The division of labor, then, would be for the probation 

staff to carry out all programs, the program and staff develop

ment division to conceive them; and the rehabilitation division 

to provide the tools or to arrange for the use of available 

community resources. The support of the latter two divisions 

would make it possible for the probation s~aff to concentrate 

its efforts on offenders, with no responsibility for developing 

programs or resources. 

Staffing 

This Division's staff would be small. The Director, a 

competent researcher, together with a stenographer, need be 

the only full time staff. 

Individual research proj,ects would require employment of 

research assistru1ts on a project basis. Alternatively, special 

projects could be contracted out to universities or other 

similar institutions. For research conducted within the Divi

sion, student research assistants could be employed on a pro

ject basis at a comparatively small cost, particularly if the 

research contributed to their education. 

It should be borne in mind that much of the research that 

should be performed would qualify for federal or foundation 

financial assistance. 

Benefits to be Achieve~ 

The study team considers this a key reco~mendation. 

Every agency needs some unit that is removed from the hustle 

and bustle of daily pressures to cons~.der new ideas and to 
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evaluate progress objectively. This is difficult for line 

officials to stahd off and coldly view their own work. 

This is important in many organizations, and especially 

so for rehabilitation efforts. Much of what is proposed for 

offender rehabilitation is new, and needs assessment more than 

well-established public programs. We need to know if experi

mental programs are effective. We also need someone who is 

in a position to keep up with new knowledge. The rapid increase 

in crime has caused many courts to review their work, and to 

attempt innovation. We are at the threshold of change in hand

ling prisoners, and must be in a position to profit from the 

successes and failures elsewhere. A competent person, in touch 

with national events, detached from the daily pressures yet close 

enough to evaluate what is going on, can make a contribution of 

inestimable vaJ.ne to the criminal .iustice system. 

, 
I 
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CHAPTER VI 

REHABILITATION OF OFFENDERS 

Introduction 

"Community-based corrections" is no v~s~on
ary slogan but a hard contemporary fact. We 
support whole-heartedly the proposition that 
the community is the appropriate place in 
which to prepare offenderslfor useful partici
pation in community life. 
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The President's Task Force on Prisoner Rehabilitation, 

in this statement, is echoing the thinking of many other con

cerned officials. Chief Justice Warren Burger has become 

one of the most outspoken advocates of rehabilitation: 

In part the terrible price we pay in crime 
is because we tend, once the drama of the 
trial is over, to regard all criminals as 
human rubbish. It would make more sense, 
from a aoldly logical viewpoint, to put 
all this "rubbish" into a vast incinerator 
instead of storing it in warehouses for a 
time only to have most of the subjects 
come out of prison and return to their old 
ways. The experience of other countries 
suggests .0. (that) the comprehensive 
study of each human being involved, in-
cluding extensive rehabilitation, 2 
education, and training, may be the way. 

" , , 

This report is based on the premise that the greatest 

protection to society will come from changing the behavior 

of offenders so that they voluntarily avoid lives of crime. 

Rehabilitation is the process of producing this change in 
behavior. 

- - - ~ - -- -.--
1 

2 

Report of the Pl'esident' S TAsk Force on Prisoner Rehabilita
tion, appo:l.nted by Pre~ddel1t Nixon. \oJashington, Government 
Printing Office, April, 1970, page 7. 

Interview in ~ Magazine, August 7, 1970, page 26. 
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Research is lacking on exactly why some elements of a 

person's environment cause him to turn to crime o The causes 

of crime are many and varied. Because human beings are complex 

organisms, it is difficult to generalize on the causes of their 

behavior. We know, for example, that there are many reasons 

why some persons drink alcohol as an escape from reality. 

Rehabilitation involves looking at each individual and attempt

ing to find his particular reason. Similarly, the person who 

gets into serious fights must be studied to find how he can 

learn to cope with the feelings of hostility which cause this 
mode of behaVior. 

Rehabilitation is the process of studying each offender 

and determining, with him, what can be done to produce a change 

in his behavior that will satisfy society. Given the complexity 

of human beings and the relatively primitive state of the rehabi

litation art, we cannot expect success in all cases. Neverthe

less, protection of society requires that every attempt be made 

to prevent the cycle of arrest-penalty-rearrest. 

This chapter, then, will be devoted to suggestions as to 

how the community might best respond to reduce recidivism. We 

accept a limited role in this task. We must, as a practical 

matter, confine our efforts to those plans and programs which 

are aimed directly at persons in the criminal justice system. 

We acknowledge that some causes of anti-social behavior are 

outside this limited scope m Some experts, for example, believe 

that poor housing contributes to anti-social behavior; we 

believe that recommending a housing program is beyond our role. 

Likewise, we have no intention of getting into such important 

matters as the school system or employer's policies with regard 

to discrimination, even though in some instances they may be 
adverse influences u 

We believe that once a person has been identified as 

deviating from acceptable t nOl'mal behavior, there are some 

programs which can be ini tiEl. ted whi oh will Clhange such pel'sons' 
\1t:lhr,w:l or ;I,lIto tHwep/;(1hl0 ohtum€llsu 
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Considerable reference will be made in this chapter to 

the alcoholic. We know that the alcoholic makes up about 

one-third of the criminal court load at present, and that 

perhaps another third of the load arises in cases where 

alcohol abus6 at least contributed to the behavior leading 

to arrest. While statistics are lackulg, it has been estimated 

that froM 500fo to 70% of the persons in the Workhouse at any 

given time have an alcoholismproblem, whether or not they were 

arrested on such a charge. Support for this statement comes 

from a study of Psychiatric Clinic referrals, which showed 

that alcohol abuse was present in 51% of cases referred follow

ing arrest for disorderly conduct, 50% of cases referred on 

assault and battery, and 63% of' cases referred on abuse of 

family. 

In a separate section, we recommend a system of det~~ifi

cation centers, to take care of the alcoholic during the period 

of his recovery. We also suggested that, as a last step in the 

detoxification process, each person be interviewed by a competent 

social wo;t'ker, and counselled into accepting such help as the 

community has available. We pointed out that detoxification 

was completely separate from rehabilitation, and that rehabi

litation could not start without recovery from the period of 

acute intoxication. So far as the alcoholic is concerned, 

therefore, this report picks him up as he leaves the detoxi

fication center, sober. 

Rehabilitation ProRrams 

Unless Cincinnati's experience is unique -- and we have 

no reason for such a belief -- the interviewer at the detoxi

fication center will find that a wide variety of conditions 

led the problem drinker to the bottle. In many instances, he 

will be unable to find any specific cause -- not because it 

does not exist, but simply because the state of the art does 

not always permit a successful and accurate diagnosis. Never

theless, a skilled exit interviewer should be able to point at 

least sortle people di.l'ect:ly towal'd appl'opriate p,rograms, and 
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in other instances to narrow the range of possibilities. 

This suggests that there must be a number of different 

weapons in the community's arsenal to attack the problem of 

rehabilitation, particularly of alcoholics. This has been 

the experience of a program for alcoholics in the Roxbury 

section of Boston, which refers its clients to community 

organizations performing a wide range of social and medical 

services. Similarly, Milwaukee's Inner City Council on 

Alcoholism works almost entirely through other agencies, and, 

in fact, uses the facilities of a local community action organi

zation as its o~n headquarters. 

The range of programs used in Milwaukee may well be a 

guide to Cincinnati's effort. These L~clude: 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 
6. 

7· 
8. 
9. , 
:1.0. 

Counselling, primarily to prep8lre the alcoholic to 

accept his problem and to accept the social services 

which can be made available to him • 

Alcoholics Anonymous 

Group Counselling 

.Medical care 

Psychological evaluation 

Legal Aid 

Work training and placement 

Housing services 

Social Security services 

Welfare services 

Applica'cion to Cincinnati and Hamilton CountY., 

We recommend that the Municipal Court, through its Depal' (:IIIQiJ. t 

of Court Services~ be assigned responsibility for a compl'ehen-

sive program of rehabilitation of offenders, with emphasis on 

the rehabilitation of the alcoholic. It is recognized that some 

persons may enter the rehabilitation process who are not offenders, 

but the likelihood at this time is that the vast majority will 

eu'cel' v;l,a that route. 

_. ~ .. -_ .... - -- ----"- --
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Even if public intoxication ultimately is considered to 

be a disease and not a crime, the odds are that many alcoholics 

will be involved in the criminal justice system. As pointed 

out previously, many persons charged with other minor crimes 

have a history of alcohol ~buse. Furthermore, experience in 

such cities as Atlanta, which have ceased making arrests on 

public intoxication charges, find that arrests for other 

charges increase when public intoxication is no longer a 

basis for arrest. Th.::lrefore we can anticipate, for the 

indefinite future, court involvement of persons in need of 

rehabilitation. 

Placement of this responsibility under the Department of 

Court Services would provide the closest possible relationship 

with the Probation Department. It would also provide the 

Judges with a maximum amount of control over the rehabilitation 

program, thereby giving them the confidence to use it in appro

priate cases. If the responsibility were elsewhere, then a 

breakdown in any program might cause the Judges to lose confi

dence in it, with a corresponding decrease in the use of such 

services. 

We further recommend the creation of a position of Dil'ector 

of Rehabilitation under the Director of Court Services, with 

appropriate secretarial help. The primary role of the Direc

tor of Rehabilitation would be to act as a catalyst in bringing 

together the various existing resources of the community for 

use by the Probation Division in a concerted attack on the 

problems of offenders which lead to their anti-social behavior. 

We recommend that, except in case of necessity, the Court 

not attempt to create treatment facilities, but rather use 

existing community agencies. This area has many agencies 

whose programs are related to rehabilitation. It would be 

cheaper and at least equally effective to refer pel'sons to 

establi.shed t:lwm(J~,(;)A l'ather than create new agencies. 

Following is a list of /;hA t.Y.I:J~J'l of. eX'~.f:fr.:i,ng Agencies which 

might become :iuvolved: 
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HOUSING 

Bo 

Eo 

F. 

Prospect House-Food, Shelter, Alcoholics Anonymous, 

Orientation, Spiritual Guidance, 20 Beds 

City Gospel Mission-Food, Shelter, Spiritual Emphasis, 
24 Beds 

Mt~ Airy Center-Food Shelter, Work for Board, 200 Beds 

Fenwick Club-(potential resource) Shelter, Recreational 

Facilities, Spiritual Guidance, Counselling, 140 Beds 

Y.M.C.A.~(potential resource) Shelter, Spiritual and 

Social Programs 

Friar Club-(potential resource) Food, Shelter, Recrea

tional, 79 Beds 

Go Cincinnati Workhouse 

RESIDENTIAL REHABILITATION 

A. Center for Comprehensive Alcoholism Treatment-(developing) 

HALFWAY HOUSE - Food, Shelter, Alcoholics Anonymous, 

Therapeutic Milieu, Group Therapy, Vocational Counsellillg 

and Job Placement, Family Counselling, Financial Counsel

ling, Linkage to Health Clinic, 25 Beds 

B. Salvation Army Men's Social Service Center-Food Shelter , , 
Clothing, Work Therapy, Spiritual Guidance and Counsel

ling, Recreational Program, Cultural Pl'ogram, 162 Beds 

C. Volunteers of America-Food, Shelter, Work Therapy, 

Recreation, Spiritual Program, 45 Beds 

D. Droege House-(developing) Food, Shelter, Alcoholics 

Anonymous, Spiritual Counselling, Linkage to Therapy 

Resource at Comprehensive Care Centel'. Northern 
Kentucky, 20 Beds 

E. Talbert House-Oomprehen si va rl'ogl'arn for Ex-offendel' 
and Drug Addict 

TNP/lIJ1TFlNT HOSPITAL/INSrl1ITUTION 

A. Lon g"rJ ew-A lcoholism ward fOl' ,30 males, Comp.t'ehensi ve 
Treatment Program 

B. Rollman Psychiatric Insi~:i tuh~-Gl'oI.lP rl1he.l:apy, Alcoholics 
Anonymous, Night lIosp:i.tal 
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c. Veterans Administration Hospital-Group and Individual 

Therapy, Alcoholics Anonymous 

D. Psychiatric Wards-

1. Emerson Ao North 

2. 

30 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

Jewish 

f.:ood Samaritan 

Christ 

Cincinnati General 

st. Elizabeth - Northern Kentucky 

Booth Memorial - Northern Kentucky 

IV OUTPATIENT 

v 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 
I. 
J. 

K. 
L. 
M. 
N. 
O. 

Municipal Court Psychiatric Clinic-Diagnosis and Refel'al 

Alcoholism Clinic-Psychotherapy, Family and Group Case-

work, Diagnostic Services 

Alcoholic Anonymous-Self Help Program 

Al-Anon Family Groups-Self Help for Family of Alcoholic 

Family Service of the Cincinnati Area-Casework for 

Alcoholic and Family, Alcoholism Protect 

Jewish Family Service-Casework for Alcoholic and Family 

Catholic Charities-Casework for Alcoholic F.Uld Family 

Cincinnati Health Department Clinics 

12th Street Health Clinic-Outpatient Medical Care 

Cincinnati Free Clinic 

West End Health Clinic-(developing) 

Mt. Auburn Health Clinic-(develDping) 

East End Health Clinic 

Central Psychiatric Clinic 

Rollman's Psychiatric Institute 

Day Care Hospital 

Pu Longview State Hospital 

Day Care Hospital 

Q. Goodwi 1.1 lnchlHla'.iss Rehabilitation Centel' 

R. Talents Inc. 

RFlT.A'PFl)) ,AIDS 

A. Cin.ni nnl'lt.i (lolluo:L1. on I\looholism-C'oordination 

B. Job Assistance 

--- ----
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E. 
F. 

G. 

Ho 

1. Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation 

2. Bureau of Employment Services 

3. Jewish Vocational Service 

4. Opportunities Industrial Commission 

50 Concentrated Employment Program 

Hamilton County Welfare Department 

Legal Aid Society 

Visiting Nurses Association 
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Neighborhood Community Centers and Contact Centers 

Probation and Parole Departments 

Public Health Nurses 

I. Developing Community Mental Health Center Program 

J. 

K. 
L. 

Model Cities Programs 

Community Action Commission Programs 

Churches 

It should be noted that none of these agencies have been 

contacted concerning their willingness to become involved. Some 

might legitimately refuse. Some might need to make special 

financial arrangements in order to expand the level of their 

services. Even if the court had to pay some share of the cost 

of private agency operation, it would probably be cheaper than 

creating an entirely new department. Moreover, some of the 

offenders may already be known to existing social agencieso 

This plan would reduce the amount of duplicatioll. In some 

instances, there may be a problem of the confidentiality of 

the client - worker relationship. !nasmuch as the persons 

referred by the Court are obviously already known to the 

Court, this problem should be minimal. 

ThE) only known needs at this time that could not be fur

nished to the Court by private agencies are detoxification 

facilities, described below, and a live-in center for persons, 

particularly alcoholics, who need a roof over their heads 

during rehAhi1 i;cRtion. This type of program is not only nec

essal'Y fl.'om a. standpoint of their physical welfare, but also 

can be quite supportive of t.lle l'ehahD:l.tAt.:i.C'Ill ,pl'ogl'ams in 

which they pal,ticipate. It is suggested that a portion of 
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Drake Hospital could be used for this purpose, with no major 

capital investment.3 Furthermore, food service anu building 

maintenance would be automatically cared f~r, although some 

billing charge would probably be required, there would be no 

net cost to _the county, as an expenditure for such services 

by the court would be revenue for Drake. The Director of 

Rehabilitation would be in charge of this program, but would 

need around-the-clock personnel (Rehabilitation Counsellors) on 

the scene. 

This center's staffing should also include three coordina

tors, who would work with the residents in getting them to 

treatment centers, as well as following up their therapy. 

A principal role of the Director of Rehabilitation would 

be to make definite arrangements with any of the agencies 

whose participation in this program would be helpful, and 

to monitor costs. He would also coordinate the activities 

of these agencies with the Probation Department~ 

DETOXIFICATION PROGRAM 

The most significant needed facility, and certainly the 

most costly, is provision for the detoxification of alcoholics. 

This facility, we suggest, shou.ld come under the direction of 

the Division of Rehabilitation. Because of its novelty to 

this community oold its importance to a correctional program, 

''Ie will deal with this problem a'!; length in this chapter. 

3 \'Ie recognize that Drake I s location is less desh'able than 
many innfll'-city locations. If other uses could be found 
for Drake, and if sufficient capital funds were to become 
availahle, halfway houses for rehabilitation should be 
,1 Ol"8, /:eo ~ 11 the ; nn En' d. ty, or mOl'e IJollnmien U than Drake. 
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Background 

In 1968, according to the Uniform Crime Reports 4 of the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation, more than 5.5 million criminal arrests were 

made by some 4,812 reporting police agencies. Of these, 25.6% were 

for public intoxification. 

Cities over 250,000 population include an estimated 40,52?,OOO 

of the nation's population. In 1968, over 2 million arrests were 

made in these 50 cities, with public intoxication accounting for 

25.3% of arrests. 

Moreover, many arrests for other crimes have involved the use 

of alcohol, even though the specific arrests did not always reflect 

this fact. The fullowing table shows 1968 statistics for selected 

crimes in the 50 largest cities, allover 250,000 population: 

Total Rate per 
Offense Arrests 10°2°°0 

Drunkenness 530,633 1309.5 
Driving while drunk 96,255 237.5 
Liquor law violations 34,085 84.1 
Offenses against family 

and children 12,186 30.1 
Disorderly conduct 270 ,832 668.l~ 

Vagrancy 51,161 126.3 

'It---------
Crime in the United States, WflAh~ng!;on, U .. S. Government Printing 
Office, 1969, po 1110 
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vlhile these statistics illustrate the scope of the problem of 

alcoholism, care must be used in applying the figures of anyone 

city. Police policy, particularly with regard to alcoholics, varies. 

Some departments arrest large numbers for this offense, others tend 

to minimize alcoholism, preferring to charge offenders under another 

charge or to ignore them altogether. A comparative study in 1965 

shO\ved, for example, that Atlanta police in that year made arrests 

for public intoxication a'l; the rate of 8,850 per 100,000 while 

St. Louis arrested only at the rate of 350 per 100,000. No one 

would reasonably claim that Atlantans drank 25 times as much as 

st. Louis residents. Moreover, in spite of this low rate, st. Louis 

was among the first cities to establish a detoxification center. 

Cincinnati has generally been below the national averages with 

regard to total crime. Public intoxication follows this same lower 

trend. However, as a proportion of all arrests, public intoxication 

in Cincinnati is comparable to that of the nation as a whole. In 

1965, for example, public intoxication accounted for 25.6% of all 

arrests in Cincinnati. The rate was 1,250 per 100,000 population. 

Subsequently, this rate dropped to 942 per 100,000 population in 

1967, and again in 1969. The number of arrests dropped from 6,200 

in 1965 to 4,700 in 1969. As indicated above, however, this 25% 

decrease does not necessarily indicate a proportionate decrease in 

drinking. It means that the police arrested fewer on this charge. 

Of the 4,501 convictions for public intoxication in 1969, the 

COUl't d:i.sposed as follows: 

Penalty No. 96 
JaiJ. sentence and fine 1,024 22.8 
Fine and costs 731 16.2 
Costs only 367 8.2 
Costs remitted 2,324 5106 
Probation 55 102 
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Thus over half suffered no penalty whatsoever. Almost one

fourth were sentenced to jail. Only one percent were put on probation 

to receive whatever help that overworked staff might provide. 

Records are not available to indicate how many different indivi

duals are included in this group of 4,501 convictions. Subjectively, 

it is known that many are repeaters. The criminal justice information 

system, currently being installed, will ultimately furnish such infor

mation. Pending the availability of this system, the actual number 

of separate offenders can be estimated between 2,000 and 3,000. 

Alternative Approaches 

With public intoxication such an important segment of criminal 

activity, an examination of alternative approaches to the problem is 

necessary. The following possibilities exist: 

10 Do nothing. We could continue, as a community, to follow 

the existing procedure of arresting drunks, bringing them 

into the criminal justice system, incarcerating some, or 

letting them go, at the disc~etion of the Judge, and having 

them return again and again. In the meantime 1 the community 

frequently supports their families through the welfare 

system, the public intoxicants 5 themselves are seldom 

economically productive. We believe this optioil should 

be rejected. We further believe that the community as a 

whole is against the present system; those intimately 

familiar with the problem, such as police, cour'l; officials, 

and welfare workers, are definitely opposed to doing 

nothing. 

'5---------
This report ~sed the term "public intoxicant" to define a person 
arrested for the crime of being drunk in public. An "alcoholic II 
is a person chronically using alcohol to excess, but not necessarily 
in public; nor is he likely to be arrested. Both the public intoxi
cant and other alcoholics should be welcomed in detoxification 
facilities and encouraged to face their problems which lead to 
their excessive dl'inking. However, except in the case of the 
public intoxicant, rehab;iJ.:i.tation is likely to be at the expense 
of the a.1.coholic himself, or of his family, rather than as the 
expen~e of the taxpayer. 

--~ ---"--'- -------"~--------~--~-
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2. Abolition of public intoxication as a crime. It is possi

ble to do as Washington, D. C., did several years ago: 

&bolish the crime of public drunkenness. Washington 

reduced its "crime rate" on paper by over 40,000 arrests 

when it ceased to arrest drunks. Obviously, the behavior 

of people did not change; the reduction was entirely 

artificial. 

There is some solid support for this alternative. In a 1968 
decision (Powell v. Texas), the United states Supreme Court, by a 

5-4 majority, upheld the conviction of a public intoxicant. But 

one of the five-Justice majority distinguished this cass, in which 

the offender had a home to which he could have confined his drinking, 

from other instances in which the alcoholic is homeless, and there

fore had no private place available. The four-member minority would 

have gone further, stating that no alcoholic, whether or not home]ess 

should be convicted for public intoxication. Thus it is expected 

that the Court will, in the next few years, take another look at 

whether drunkenness is a disease rather than a crime. 

Repeal of criminal laws against public intoxication would 

remove this problem from the criminal justice system. But the 

intoxicant would continue to be the same social and economic lia

bility that he is now, and the community would be faced with a 

public health crisis because of the lack of treatment facilities. 

We therefore believe that at present it is in the public interest 

to continue the enforcement of laws against public drurucenness, 

provided that the process of enforcement includes a system for 

assisting the inebriants to resolve their problems. 

3.. AF.;H:i.::;/.;:mne to the public intoxicant: The third alter

native, which we reco/lll/I.ond, would provirle for assistance 

to public intox;i cf;lnb:; so that they are able to ge't back 

into the mainstream of life. While it is theol'etically 

possible that this assistance be provided without the 

use of the criminal justice system, we believe that the 

-~- --~--~-- -~ - .. 
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retention of criminal law may, in at least some instances, 

serve as a stimulus to the inebriate and certainly to the 

community to provide the kind of services necessary to 

accomplish the goal. Equally important, if this approach 

is adopted, the community will be prepared with a program 

if public intoxication is removed from criminal statutes 

in the future. It is this alternative that will be des

cribed in the next section of this report~ 

~toxification and Rehabilitation 

A rounded program of detoxification and rehabilitation should 

include the following fundamental elements: 

1. Detoxification facilities under medical supervision. 

2. Relief to the criminal justice system through a proce

dure of citation rather than arrest. 

3. Programs of rehabilitation aimed at the specific causes 

of alcoholism, which differ from one individual to another. 

Detoxification 

A detoxification center is most simply explained as being a 

"sobering up station." The intoxicated person is registered by 

a clerk at the time he is brought into the center by police, citi

zens, family, or voluntarily on his own initiative. He is undressed, 

examined by a physician or other medically-trained staff member, 

given necessary medication, showered, and put to bed for from eight 

to 24 hours. The detoxification center's purpose is solely to 

treat acute alcoholic intoxication and to detect early cases of 

chronic alcoholism. Because of the possible effects of alcoholism, 

the center must be under medical supervision, and be open 24 hours 

a day, seven days a week. 

During the first 8-24 hours, he is in an acute care area, 

where medical attention is directed primarily toward avoiding 

complications of alcohol withdrawal. After this initial period 
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he is transferred to a self care area for from three to six days. 

During this period, patients who were admitted voluntarily may 

leave if they so desire. All patients who stay would be ambulatory, 

and would help with housekeeping chores and with the care of more 

acutely ill patients. In addition, they would be introduced to 

Alcoholics Anonymous and-or to other rehabilitative programs. A 

limited recreation program should also be available __ TV, reading, 
games. 

All patients would need a diet especially suitable for alco

holics. It has been found that a high protein diet, with vitamin 
and mineral supplements, prepared under the d' t' 

~rec ~on of a COlllpetf?llt. 

nutritionists, is essential for alcoholics. While this is more 
expensive than more routine diets, the t ld b 

cos cou e held do~n by 
having some of the amb 1 t t' t 

u a ory pa ~en s assist in kitchen work and 
in serving the non-ambulatory patients. 

All discharges from the detoxification center should be handled 

by a skilled social worker, whose prinCipal function would be to 

encourage involvement in a suitable rehabilitation program. While 

voluntary patients would not be required to stay until final medicA.1. 

discharge, public intox:i~ants would be so required. As described in 

the next section of this report, the social worker intel'viewel' \.,ould 

be authorized to cancel the citation of those who cooperated 'at the 
detOXification center. 

Details concerl'ling the detoxificatio1l facjJ.:i,ty itsel.f will be 
presented later in this report. 

.qi.t.~:~ignas .~a .Substitu te for Arrest .. ' ~ -.~,~, ......... ~ 

Previously, mention was made oi' Lh 'nowell 
" f.l r0~ent J. opinion of 

the U. S. Supreme Court, in which the Court was critical of the 

absence of adequate treatment programs. Yet, without the impetus 

of law enforcement, it is Possible that many alcohoHoR wOll1d not 

voluntarily seek out the rehabilitation ass:iRtsnce they need. 

----------------------
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Therefore we propose that drunkenness continue to be included 

in the criminal statutes. But this does not constitute a reason to 

clutter the courtrooms with alcoholics. Overtime parking is like

wise a crime, but overtime parkers seldom appear in Traffic Court. 

Many motorists forget to have their vehicles inspected, and are 

therefore cited, but they rarely go to court; they need merely to 

get their cars inspected, present the citation tag at the inspec

t.ion lane, and the tag is voided. 

We sugges'c a similar system for alcoholics. If a :police 

officer finds a drunk on a public street, he would bring him to 

the detoxification center rather than Central Station, and write 

out a citation tag charging him with the proper offense (this 

assumPR, of course, that no other crime was involved). If he 

would stay in the detoxification center until properly released, 

the citation tag would be cancelled. If, however, he were to walk 

out, he would violate the conditions of the tag and would be subject 

to arrest on warrant. To encourage rehabilitation, we suggest 

fUrther that if a person is cited frequently for public intoxication 

and uses the detoxification center but refuses to participate in 

rehabilitation efforts, the center would not void citations. We 

suggest that such action be deferred until the sixth arrest within 
anyone-year period. 

This procedure would relieve the court system of a large num

ber of cases o In 1969, 4,700 arrests were made on public intoxi

cab:iono All went to court; a large, but unknown, percentage, spent 

a night in a police cell. ObviollsJ.;", some of the rersons would \.,alk 

out of the detox:i.f:i.c:l.t.i.Oll center; no program will be 100% effective. 

But is :i.a l'~·(Ir.(m"lW c to Af'",CnllllCl that the red\l~~tioll in court load will 

The effect of this reduction will not be pal'ticularly notice

ab;J.e on court revenues. Alcoholics seldolll l\':ly fines. In 1969, 
only one-fourth of the person8 brought before the court on the 

charge of puhl:io i,nh:.)x; rat;:inn, \\'c;).l'g assessed fines or costs with-
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out jail sentences. Of these, an unknown number worked out their 

fines at the Workhouse. 

On the other hand, the savings in police and court costs would 

be significant. A 1969 study by the Battelle Memorial Institute 

determined that the cost of arresting and prosecut~ng a single 

drunk in Cincinnati totalled $65, and the aggregate cost of the 
6 9,300 cases in Hamilton County totalled $600,000. Increases in 

salaries and other costs since that time would boost the cost per 

arrest to about $80. 

This study also indicated that $427,550 of this cost was spent 

on court adjudication and incarceration of public intoxicants. Cost 

increases in the past three years would push this figure to about 

$500,000. A citation system would eliminate substantially all of 

this sum. However, we are not suggesting that actual expenditures 

would be reduced by this amount. The savings to the Court would 

be absorbed in the form of providing more time for other cases on 

the docket, and would lessen pressures for more judges ultimately. 

The Workhouse would save food cos'ts, but its staff is so small that 

it could not possibly be reduced. 

There would, however, be a direct oaving in terms of permitting 

construction of smaller facilities to replace the existing Workhouse. 

(Cost estimates on construction will be deferred until a later stage 

of this study.) 

The court system would also benefit, although, again, we repeat 

that expenses would not decrease. Now, the Judge in Criminal Court 

faces about 100 offenders a day. Of these, at least one-fifth are 

in court only because of alcoholism. If this number were removed 

from the docket, the Judge in Crim.i.nEll. Court \I'ould have more time 

to devote to the remaining C,R:;;es. 

----------
b Battelle 'Mo~orial Instituto, p. 18. 
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~bilitation Programs 

As indicated earlier, a detoxification center is a sobering-u.p 

station; its function is medical, not rehabilitation. 

However, rehabilitation programs should be available to all 

alcoholics upon completion of detoxification. While this is not 

a function of the detoxification center, the center can be useful 

in the rehabilitation process by providing a terminal interview in 

which the intoxicant is encouraged to seek help. The nature of the 

rehabilitation programs has already been described. 

Organization for Treatment 

The detoxification center is both a medical facility ruld a 

court-related facility. Logically, it could be placed under the 

supervision of either the Board of Health or the proposed Depart
ment of Court Services. 

Placement under the Board of Health would provide the advantage 

of having all publicly-owned medical facilities under one admini

strative head. Supervision by medically-trained administrators 

would prevent the otherwise-possible rift between lay administration 
and medical needs. 

On the other hand, the detoxification facility would have to 

work in close coordination with the Department of Court Services, 

which coordination might be closer if it were a part of the same 

department. This department will handle the rehabilitation programa 

into which alcoholics will be referred. From the standpoint of the 

budget, it would be preferable to have the Department of Court 

,C,cl'vio~s l'esllonFdhle for f,i mlllc:i ng fill cC>tl.t·t-l'ela ted facilities. 
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We believe that either administrative system will work, and 

have no strong preference. If, however, the Board of Health were 

chosen as the instrument of control, we suggest that the Division 

of Rehahili tation be billed periodically for the COlst of services, 

so that the Board of Health would not be responsible for budgeting 

for a court-related expense. 

The Detoxification Facility 

It is difficult to determine the size of the facilities needed 

when there is no precedent within this community. Washington, D. C., 

with a population of approximately twice that of Hamilton County, 

expects 12,000 admissions this year. Their 60-bed facility is so 

overcrowded that patients are moved out prematurely. 

Vie estilnate the Hamilton County detoxification facility should 

be adequately established for 6,000 admissions a year. This esti-

mate is based on the arrest of 4,700 public intoxicants in Cincinnati 

alone in 1969. Admissicn of county residents, plus voluntary admissions, 

would increase this total. In addition, it can be assumed that 

Cincinnati police might cite more public intoxicants to a detoxifi

cation center than they now arrest. Police are discouraged by the 

present process, which many police consider meaningless. A real 

detoxification program might well cause them to be more vigorous 

in this area. 

If 6,000 men are admitted annually for an average stay of 

seven days, 115 beds would be continuously occupied, assuming 

that the admissions were on a level curve. Fluctuation in 

admissio~s would overtax a facility planned for only an average 

intake. 

Our recommendation is the construction of t\'/O facilities, 

each with 60 beds, and capable of expansion to 75 beds if needed. 

Two facilities are preferred rather than one larger institution. 

'lwo ,fAC:lU ties could be better located in l'elfltion to the sources 
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of most police citation of drunks. We suggest that both be in the 

inner city, one in the West End or western part of Over,-the-Rhine, 

and the second in Avondale or Mt. Auburn. Reduction of police 

travel time in taking drunks to a nearby center will help to return 

officers to their beats faster. 

Another advantage of the smaller institution lies in the ability 

to develop a more personal relationship between staff and patient 

that would encourage rehabilitation. 

Neither facility would be equipped to care for females. Over 

90% of arrested public intoxicants are male. It would be more 

economical for the county to contract with one or more hospitals 

to provide a detosification service for the small number of fe

males likely to be served, inasmuch as we estimate that on an 

average, only eight to ten women would be patients of a detoxifi

cation center at any given time. 

The above estimate presupposes that male public intoxicants 

who are arrested on other charges (disorderly conduct, resisting 

arrest, etc.) while intoxicated would be taken to jail rather than 

to a detoxification center. The detoxification center would be a 

Health Department or Court facility, not a jail. Security measures 

would inhibit the rehabilitation function. For those cases where 

seC11l';j ty wonlrl be A pl'()bl em hec:allAe of the need for detention for 
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other arrests, the preferred plan would provide for their 

detoxification while incarcerated. The Workhouse being the 

only incarceration facility with hospital facilities, it is 

suggested that arrangements be made in the new institution 

for detoxification, even though such offenders have not yet 

been convicted. A program of training police officers in 

handling drunks during detoxification would help to fill the 

gap in the program. 

The detoxification centers would need other facilities 

than beds: 

1. A kitchen and dining area suitable to the prepara

tion of sufficient food o The dining area might 

double as a day-room for the recreation of ambula

tory patients. 

2. Offices, examination and treatment rooms for use 

of the physicians in charge; also a small laboratoryo 

30 Offices and interview rooms for social workerso 

staffing 

As a medical facility, the detoxification program would be 

under medical direction. However, it is anticipated that only 

part-time direction would be needed. 

The principal professional staff:i.ng would be in the nursing 

area, with a supervisor and round-the-clock floor nursing, 

assisted by orderlies. One admitting clerk,to relieve nurses 

of clerical wO:J.~k, would be on each shift. A nutritionist would 

be retained in order to provide supervision over food preparation 

so that the special nutritional needs of alcoholics would be met. 

The general business administration of the center would be 

under an admin:i A~J.L'C:l.bj.ve aAAistAllt. One cook and a helper would 

be able +'("1 provide the meals, assisted by Rmbulato,ry patients. 
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Benefits to b. A~hieved 

Provision of adequate detoxification facilities is the 

cornerstone for the possible rehabilitation of alcoholicso 

The principal benefit would be the recognition of alco

holism as a disease rather than a crimeo This is thA first 

step toward doing something to reduce its incidenceo 

From the standpoint of the alcoholic, it would provide 

the first step, detoxification, on the road to eventual rehabi

litationo Without medical supervision over this process, it 

is fraught with dangero While a detoxification center is not 

a rehabilitation program, it is an essential first stepo 

From the standpoint of the police, this program would 

conserve police time through making it much simpler to cite 

a public intoxicant to a detoxification center ~dthout the 

requirement of going through the entire court process. While 

the saving in police time would not be reflected in lower 

police costs, it would tend to keep police officers on the street 

for the performance of their primary role, crime suppression. 

Workhouse popUlation would also be decreased 15-20% with 

some savings in food costs. However, as with police, the work

house is not adequately staffed, and therefore there would be 

no opportunity, solely because of this program, to reduce the 

guard force, which is the most expensive component of the 

workhouse budget. In terms of design and constl'uction of a 

new institution, direct savings would result, as it could be 

built for 15% fewer prisoners. 

This proposal would also permit the community to phflse in 

one constl'llc'tion Pl'0p,;l'am at a time, spl'eading conshuction 

costs over a period of time. Staffing patterns would be built 

up gradually on the basis of experience. The alternative, 

one lS,'i.'ge ,iRi 1 faa; 1 i ty 1 WOlll rl :t:equ:i.re fl huge single fina.ncial 

r.ornm~i.t.ml:'\n t. 
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We should also point out that alcoholism has been found 

to be a contributing cause in about half of the 50,000 high

way fatalities experienced in the United states each year o 

An attack on this problem hopefully will have some impact on 

highway deaths o 

The experience in sto Louis indicates that the money spent 

on detoxification is well spento Its detoxification program, 

without all of the recommended rehabilitation treatment program, 

resulted in 19% of the patients remaining abstinent, according 

to a sample study of 19680 An additional 49% showed marked 

improvement in drinking patterns and in their general heal tho 

The study also showed that 18% were able to achieve marked 

improvement in their housing, income and employment status 

following treatmento From the standpoint of law enforcement, 

st 0 I,ouis noted a 50% reduction in the time of arresting 

officers devoted to handling intoxicants, and a 39% reduction 

in the number of intoxicants incarcerated. Public intoxi

cation was reduced by 35%0 If these figures could be 

achieved in C:i.nc:i rmfl ti, a substanial expenditure would be 

justifiedo 

,. 
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EXIT INTERVIEH BY 
SOCIAL WORKER 

Citation voided 
Housing and job 

evaluation 
Referral to the 

rehab~ center 
explored. 
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I ACUTE TREATMENT AREA 
i 

71 (8 to 24 hours) 

(f 

, 
i Close medical supervision 
:, directed toward avoiding 

drug \\Ii thdra'llal syndrome 0 

I Voluntary pati-en-t-s - .... 

r---~ may leave 

~----------~~------------------
SELF CARE AREA 

(3 to 6 days) 

Minimal medical coverage 
Rehabilitation efforts begin 
A. Ao meetings 
Pastoral Counseling 
Rap sessions 
Nutritional instruction 
Light housekeeping cores 
Limited recreation (T.Vo, cards) 

l 

DETOXIFICATION CENTER 

PATIENT FLOW CHART 
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CHAPTER 7 

PROBATION SERVICES 

Current Situation: 

Probation is the release of a convicted offender to the com

munity under supervisio~o Other alternatives to incarceration can 

be applied -- a fine, payment of court costs, or a suspended sen

tence. None of these provides for supervision (although a person 

b t ' also have to pay a fine). The basic require-placed on pro a ~on may 

ment for probation is a staff of court officers whose task is to 

provide supervision for a stated period of time. 

The Probation Department is currently staffed with one Chief 

Probation Officer, eight Probation Officers, five clerical employees, 

and a Supervising Psychiatric Social Worker who divides his time 

between probation and the Psychiatric Clinic. It has a budget of 

$132,580 for 1970. 

The case load has been rising. As of July 1, 1970, 2,512 

cases were assigned to probation. This averages 314 cases per 

worker, assuming the Chief Probation Officer directs the staff 

(actually, because of the number of cases and the illness of one 

worker, he takes a partial load himself). National standards of 

the National Council on Crime and Delinquency recommend a case 

load of from 35 to 50 cases in order to do a thorough supervisory 

job. 

Of the 902 offenders gl'suted probai;ion in the fir'st six months 

of 1970, their offenses can be groupea as follows: 

~~ 
Family and child neglect 

Larceny, all types 

Assaults, all types 

Jlisol'del'ly, resisting arrest 

No. 

268 

190 

125 

108 

~ 
29.7 

21.1 

13.9 

12.0 
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Alcoholism 61 6,,8 
Traffic offenses 52 5.8 
Sex offenses, all types 31 3.4 
Carrying concealed weapons 17 1.9 
Miscellaneous 50 5.5 

In addition to the above caseload, the Court has developed 

what is known as "informal probation~" This is a device by which 

offenders are released on probation, but without any requirement 

to report. In effect, informal probation is comparable to a sus

pended sentence. If they stay out of further involvement with 

police, they are released from informal probation. If they get 

into trouble, they can be handled as regular probation violators. 

This device is used frequently when the offender is merely 

required to make support payments through the Welfare Department. 

As of July 1, 1970, the informal probationers totalled 453. 

A review of the qualifications of Municipal Court appointees 

shows that they are not well 'trained upon his appointment. A 

survey a year ago showed that only the Supervising Psychiatric 

Case Worker had the degree of MoS.W. Four Probation Officers 

had the baccalaureate degree, but none in fields closely related 

to correctional work. Five had casework or welfare experience. 

However, several are currently enrolled, on their own initiative, 

in Xavier's program leading to a master's degree in corrections. 

There is no employer-sponsored on-going training program, 

supervision is limited; the chief probation officer spends a 

substa~tial part of his time on his O\ffl case load rather than 

overse~ing his subordinates. 

Part of the problem is the political nature of the appoint

ment process. Court employees are exempt from civil service 

laws. The Judges are free to appoint anyone they wish. This 

h~R lthl ho w.ide VA1'i-Ri':iOll ,iu the lJ."Inkp;l'ollud of Rppointees. 
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The salary rate for Probation Officers is reasonably satis

factory. A survey of salaries in 26 local jurisdictions through

out the country showed an unweighted average entry rate of $678 

and an average maxinrum rate of $830 a montho This compares with 

Cincinnati's entrance rate of $752 and maximum of $869 a month. 

Cincinnati pays a Probation Officer the same rate as it pays a 

Psychiatric Case Worker, whereas in other cities the rate is 

generally lower. Psychiatric Case Workers, in a survey of 26 other 

jurisdictions heavily skewed by high California rates, averaged 

$981 a month, unweighted maximum rates, compared to Cincinnati's 

$869. In short, Cincinnati has not mistreated its Probation 

staff financially. However, further evaluation of salary rates 

is in order if the quality of performance improves in accordance 

with the purpose and resources recommended in this report. 

The caseload is unreasonably heavy, considering the lack of 

supporting resources o On the average, a probation officer can 

devote less than eight minutes a week to a case, including time 

for necessary case recordso Meaningful consultation with a 

probation officer is the exception. Referrals to social agencies 

are sporadic and poorly followed upo Probationer reporting is 

frequently to a clerical worker rather than the probation officer, 

rendering advice and assistance almost impossible. 

Pre-sentence investigations are the exception rather than the 

ruleo In the first six months of 1970, the Probation Department 

reported 157 investigations, an average of 26 a month. This is 

about 3% of the persons convictod. Some authorities believe 

that pre-sentence investigations should be made on all convict~J 

personso Whether or not this extreme is necessary, it is 

apparent that more investigations are in order than r.re being made. 

In the same s:i.x months, the Probation Department t.'!igned 279 warrants 

for probation violation. This would indicate that either (1) many 

are put on probation who should be treAtt"d otherwise; or (2) the 

amount of' SupE'l'vision is insll:t'fi (lient,o I'e.t'llF.l.pS some of both are 

:im·oJ.ved~ 
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The Court is, of course, aware of the overloado It has 

requested additional positions in budget hearingso It developed 

the concept of "informal" probation in order to keep down the 

number reporting regularlyo 

The Court's problem is very realo The alternatives avail

able to the Court are all of dubious valueo The Court has in 

effect already determined that sentencing prisoners to the Work

house is a \oJaste of time and taxpayer's money 0 While it costs 

some $1,500 a year to keep a prisoner in the Workhouse (plus, in 

many instances, the cost of supporting his family on welfare), 

the average cost on probation is only about $530 Faced with only 

these two alternatives (plus, of course, fining the offender or , 
turning him free) the Judges have been choosing the cheaper course~ 

In 1960, the judges placed a total of 533 on probation; in 1969, 

the ~lumber was up to 1,759, while for the first half of 1970 the 

number was 902. 

Conversely, the population of the Workhouse has been decl'eafling. 

In recent years, an average daily count of 500 or more was common. 

Now, the average hovers a little under 4000 While this decrease 

represents little saving to the taxpayer -- the basic costs cf 

custodial care continue, as the same number of security posts 

must be maintained -- there is some saving ifi food costs, and 

less pressure to expand the guard forceD 

1 
We do not wish to overstress economic benefits of probation 
in oompariscm to inoSl'cera,tion, as the human values should be 
paramount.. However, in view of the SUbstantial cost of our 
total recommendations, it should be pointed out that the exten
sive use of probation has been proved to save money. According 
to the John Howard Associatitm, the State of California has put 
state dollars into county probation, and computed that by in
vesting ~~lO million in probation, the state saved $50 million 
in institutional costs, a saving of $5 for every ~~l invested. 
A demonstration project in Saginaw, Michigan, established that 
wi th the use of qualified pl'obation offioers, the numbel' of 
offenders incarcerated was reduced by half in comparison with 
a prior base period, and that failures on probation were also 
reduced by half. Other stUdies in Illinois Elnd Wisconsin bear 
out s\lch savingso \ye should point out ~hat these proposals willi l.nO,'t'flAse l'aba"l.o.n oosta to about fIUO, stl.J.l a 13UO-
stall ;1.a.~ saVl.n 11'OUi costs 01 l.nca.rcel'a :Lon 
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In short, we believe that the Judges have recognized the 

futility of the present system -- and with ample justification. 

Effective correctional programs simply do not exist for adult 

misdemeanants o 

Basic Concepts: 

We believe that probation, serving as it does as an intake 

control for the use of alternatives to incarceration, must be 

the heart of a correctional program. Probation is the legal 

mechanism for maintaining control and supervision over an 

offender who is not incarcerated. It serves the dual purpose 

of providing for the protection of society on the one hand, 

and the rehabilitation of the offender, on the othero 

We believe further that adjustment to life in the community 

can be facilitated by keeping the offender in the community to 

which you want him to adjust. Removing him to an institution is 

seldom the answer to a correctional problem. Incarceration's 

value lies in protecting society momentarily from the offender) 

and not in teaching the offender to adjust to society. Conse

quently, since the person committed to an institution eventually 

returns to the community, the respite afforded the community is 

only temporary and may serve to further complicate his re-inte

gration into the community. We believe that most offenders can 

be helped to make this satisfactory adjustment to the community, 

but that positive steps are necessary to provide this helpa 

We believe that the process of adjustment is a community 

problem that cannot be dumped into the laps of eight overburdened 

and underequipped people, and then forgotten. Community-wide 

problems require community-wide efforts. Broad supportive 

programs are essentialo These include such resources as social 

agencies, job training and placement agencies, halfway houses 

for those in need of shelter and support during rehabilitation, 

and ,q progx'am of voluntee.t' :probRtion BUpel'visors. 

--~ - ~---
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Finally, we believe that treatment must be based on the 

nature of the offender rather than solely on the nature of the 

offense. It is of relatively minor significance what offense 

a misdemeanant has committed; the next offense may be different, 

but he is the same troubled person. Treatment based on his 

problems must help him to solve them, if he is to get out of 

the crime cycle. 

Thia suggests the need for more attention to pre-sentence 

investigation as a diagnostic tool to classify offenders. While 

many offenders are capable of ready adjustment to society, some 

represent, at the time of sentencing, a danger to the community. 

An investigation could provide the basis for consultation with 

the sentencing Judge; if the decision is probation, the infor

mation gathered would help to evaluate the offender's rehabili

tation potential, and to plan a program of treRtment that would 

have the greatest possibility of success. 

Sup;gested Changes and New Programs 

J. We propose that the Division of Probation Services of the 

Department of Court Services be the field force of the Court 

system in its treatment programs. Other divisions -- the 

Psychiatric Clinic, Rehabilitation, and Program and Staff 

Development -- and other private and public agencies should 

be available as resources and .9upport services. But the 

contact with probationers shOUld be in the hands of the 

Probation Services Division. The existence of the other 

divisions would permit the probation staff to concentrate 

exclusi vely on dea:t.ing with individual proba tione~' " knowing 

that they had all of the resources at hand that the community 

was willing and able to provide. 

2. We propose that when an offender is serltenced to the COl'rections 

Center, some provision be made for his supervision after release. 

Persons judged in need of inCf11'~t'!l'at.;.oll probably need more 

help in adjusting to sOC1ieLy than those who are judged not to 

nt-l<'lr1 int"fl'!.'0t'>.1.'1lt.;Oll.. !T!hey Rlso have the additional problem of 
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adjustment following incarceration: finding a job, re-estab

lishing their family relationships, etc. The point is that 

temporary incarceration does not solve any problem, other than 

temporarily securing society from the offender. The long

range security of the community requires either permanent 

incarceration or effective re-adjustment, with Court help. 

At present, when an offender leaves the Workhouse, he is on 

his own. We believe his adjustment would be facilitated by 

supervision of the same type provided probationers, and there

fore could be handled by the same personnel, provided, of 

course, ample staff were available. About 3,000 persons 

are released from the Workhouse to the community each yearo 

A program of after-care would not need to include all 3,000, 

as some would not be suitable subjects for rehabilitation. 

As a minimum, a trial project should be undertaken for some 

of this group, with preparation for after-care beginning 

while the offender is still confined. Then, on the basis 

of this experience, the staffing pattern could be more 

objectively determined. 

3. It is proposed that probation officers be encouraged to 

report promptly to the Court recommendations for termination 

from supervision those probationers ""ho need no further 

supervision or assistance. It is better to assign a person 

to a long period of probation and release him early, rather 

than to provide inadequate time for him to receive the help 

he requires. We realize that such reports can be made nowj 

the difference we are suggesting is in the encouragement 

from the Judges. 

4. We propose that the Probation Supervision unit take on the 

added function of supervising parolees. CUl'l'ently, parole 

of misdemFla.n;mtR from the Workhouse is almost non-existento 

In 1969, only 46 were pal'oled 0 Most of these (the exact 

number is not recorded) were turned over to other authorities 

who had holds on them, so they merely went from one institu

tion to another. We do not expect large numbers ever to be 
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paroled from a short-term institution. But when they' are 

paroled, they should be given the same help as probationers. 

Because post-institutional problems may require special 

handling, we suggest that all parolees be concentrated in 

the case load of one Probation Officer. 

We propose that a substantial enlargement of the professional 

probation staff be authorizedo A proposed table of organi

zation, together with its costs, is outlined in Chapter 90 

In addition, we propose that a system be established for the 

use of volunteers in th~ probation function, as described in 

Appendix A of this chapter. We believe that the volunteer 

concept would not only extend the capability of the pro

bation staff, but would also provide a new and necessary 

ingredient of community involvement which would assist the 

Court in obtainil~g cooperation in such areas as jobs for 

probationers 0 

We propose that extensive in-service training be provided 

for both the paid professional staff and the volunteers. 

We have suggested, in a separate section, a Division of 

Program and Staff Development which would have among its 

purpose the training of personnel. 

We propose that the work of the Division of Probation Ser

vices be divided :i.nto two definite areaso One, the super

vision of probationers, is a traditional function of probat:i.l'nj 

this would continue, with the primary change being in the 

availability of resources to which probationers could be 

referred. \"e also suggest greater emphasis on counselling 

the probationer and, where appropriate, his family_ The 

second function would be the screening of all nell" probationers 

by an intake unit of trainedcB.ao analysts, who.se primary 

responsibility would be to suggest appropl'iate rehabilitation 

resources and progl'ams for each new enrolJee. 11he purpose of 

this interview would be to determine eaoh offender's readiness 

for rehabi1:i.tation, to suggest appropr1.ntc p.rogl'ams, and to 

intl'oduce the p.l.'obationer to his J11'ohni::i.oll officer in a manner 

tllnt would :t'fl.oi]i b:d~e CO.t'.l'e..: cion .. 
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This unit would handle pre-sentence investigation whenp.ver 

required by the Court. It is anticipated that the number of such 

investigations, now small, would increase if personnel were avail

able for this function. \~ien persons are put on probation who 

had been the subjects of pre-sentence investigation, the investi

gation report would be very useful in planning and implementing 

rehabilitation. 

The intake unit would have to handle about 1,800 probationers 

a year. In addition, to the extent that an after-care program for 

persons released from incarceration is established, either as a 

condition of pre-release or on a voluntary basis, there would be 

an additional load. This number is difficult to estimate, but 

should probably be small at the start. This staff would also 

interview dischargees from the Detoxification Centers; this load 

is also difficult to predict but would probably be in the range 

of 1,800-2,000. We believe that initial staffing should be 

provided that is capable of handling a minimum of 5,000 cases 

a year. 'de therefore recommend a staff of five case analysts, 

with two stenographers and a unit supervisor. This would permit 

an average load of four interviews each working day, plus pre

sentence investigations. One interviewer would be assigned to 

each Detoxification Center, one to the Workhouse, and the 

remaining two to the main office. 

We suggest that a different type of employee from the usual 

probation officer be employed for this assignment. It is essen

tially social work interviewing, and should be performed by a 

person with social work rather than probation background. They 

would not have to be psychiatric social workers, although such 

background could be useful, parti~ularly at the Detoxification 

Center assignments. 

--------~ 

This proposal offers two important advantages. First, it would 

provide gl'eater expertise i.n ini'E"!'viewing and diagnosing' pl'oblems than, 

the probation officers could be expected to have. Second, it would 

permit the probation officers as case managers to spend full time on 

rllll'tu·v.I n,; ,)1) 1 ; TI<'1un; nB' "·,,wld nfS ",;I, th volunteers. We cannot overemphasize 
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the fact that repeated expression of interest and concern in the 

probationer is essential if successful adjustment is to be 

achieved. 

9. We suggest reconsideration of the concept of informal probation. 

It is really a contradiction of terms. Probation implies super

Vision; yet none is available for this group. If the offender 

needs supervision, it should be available; if he does not need 

supervision, the Probation Department should have no respon

sibility for him. He could be freed, fined, or given a sus

pended sentence. The caseload of the Probation Department is 

too high to justify the added paper work generated by this 

group. 

10. We suggest consideration of the possibility of diverting some 

offenders elsewhere. The family neglect cases might be referred 

to Juvenile Court if a juvenile is involved; this Court has 

better facilities and more staff to cope with non-support 

cases. Also, the availability of a detoxification program 

would divert some alcoholics from the probation system. 

11. vIe suggest that a merit system be established for court 

appointees. This need not be identical with the estab

lished civil service system, but could be set up by agree

ment of the Judges with the assistance of the proposed 

Advisory Committee. The adoption of minimum standards for 

appointment, the assurance of retention during satisfactory 

performance, the freedom from political assessments, and 

selection for promotion based on ability -- all are necessary 

if the professional staff is to be truly professional. 

12. We recommend that more pre-sen'cence investigation be the rule. 

As an aid to the Judge in effective sentencing procedures, 

we believe that calling for investigAtion more often would 

reduce the number of probat.:ioll v:i.('\l."tn,ions. The need for 
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is among the reasons we recommend a separate unit to handle 

investigations, along with intake into the Propre-sentence 

bation Department. The John Howard Association suggests that, 

in working with the misdemeanant offender, 

investigation form could be utilized. 

a "short form" 

out that an arrest and conviction represents a \'Ie must point 

crisis in the life of a defendan 0 •• t The S~gn~ficance of that crisis 

can be heightened for 

make about his errant 
the defendant; he has important decisions to 

behavior. A humdrum, detached handling of 

his personal crisis robs it of significance, and builds resentment 

in him. Serious individualized atten'l;ion of the pre-sentence 

consultation with the Judge dignifies the Court, investigator in 

and may also arouse some hope 

his current crisis to operate 

in the defendant that he can utilize 

more effectively in the future. At 

the time of sentenc~ng, e , th pre-sentence investigation offers him 

some assurance that ~s • h ' part~cular si tua tion has been gi '"en s~l'ious 

attention, and that the , d n him' this punishment is prop6'rly ~mpose 0 , 

J,'ecognition is q often " nece,c::.sary step towm'd :l'eht=lb;i.li.tation. 
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The use of community volunteers in carrying out various func

tions within the structure of the Hamilton County Municipal Court 

holds some promising possibilities. Volunteers have not been used 

by this Court, except for a brief period in the early 1960s, when 

the Psychiatric Clinic utilized Junior League volunteers for research 
and record .. keeping. 

Similarly, Use of volunteers in U. S. Courts was almost non

existent until 1960. At that time Judge Keith Leenhouts initiated 

a massive volunteer probation counselor program in the Municipal 

Court of Royal Oak, Michigan. Leenhouts' program was started b~
cause he lacked funds to obtain the probation officers he wanted 

in his Court, and his pioneering work in describing that program 

has led to a dramatic proliferation of volunteer services across 
the country. 

It has been reported that in 1969 some 300-400 courts in the 

U. S. were Using an estimated 20,000-30,000 volunteers in various 

capacities. (Volunteer Programs in Courts, U. S. Department of 

Health, Education, and Welf~re, 1969) While at least 20 types of 

functions have been identified in which volunteer help has been 

used, the majority of volunteers are used as probation officers 

under the superYision of professional staff. Juvenile courts have 

been most receptive to community Volunteers, but several note

worthy programs exist using volunteers with misdemeanant and felon 
offendel's" 

[Ihe most typical situation is that of a carefully screened 

and briefed vo,lllllteer who is matched with a sui table offender for 

a pel'iod of one year of probation supervision and counseling, 

1111(10.1.' i:hA (;ntel.'3.ge of a professional corl'ections officer. There 
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is usually a minimum commitment of one hour each week of contact 

with the offender during that year, during which the reality prob

lems of the probationer are discussed. However, volunteers with 

special skills have also handled small discussion groups or 

tutoring groups. 

No courts have reported any shortage of qualified volunteers 

willing to undertake the responsibility of being a "friend of the 

court" for such case supervision. A large number of professional 

persons and business executives have volunteered, and their special 

skills can be well-utilized. Retired persons are also prominent as 

volunteers. Housewives, particularly those who have finished 

raising families, are frequently assigned to female probationers. 

College students have also been heavily utilized as volunteers, 

particularly students of the social sciences. Students in criminology, 

police science, and corrections have often been assigned as volun-

teer probation counselors as a field experience under supervisiono 

As a result, some courts have reported that a number of students 

have opted for professional training in corrections. Recent research 

in the Denver County Court, which uses 1,000 volunteers, suggests 

that probationer outcomes are somewhat more successful when the 

age and social class differential between volunteer and probationer 

is not too large (The Use of Volunteer Probation Counselors for 

Misdemeanants, The County Court, Denver, Colorado, 1968). The 

Student Community Involvement Program (SCIP) at the University of 

Cincinnati may well serve as a vehicle for student participation. 

The advantages of using volunteers can be summarized as follows: 

1) A volunteer probation officer program can increase the 

number and. intensity of contacts with probationers with only a 

modest in~rease in the court budget. The Municipal Court Pro

batiOll Department, with caseloads of 300 or more per officer, has 

passed the point wehre mean~ngful counseling can be attempted with 

pr0bfd:;.ollers, and {.:ontrwts must be of a minimal and pro-forma type. 
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A properly supervised volunteer, with a "caseload of one," is a 

means of producing a corrective emotional experience for the pro

bationer which was intended for him. Use of volunteers can ~ 

introduce fresh energies and initiatives which could reinvigorate 

probation services, as well as distributing the caseloads in a more 

reasonable manner. 

2) The volunteer can serve as a behavior model for the pro

bationer. The example of d successful and socially competent 

citizen willing to share his time and efforts in behalf of a pro

bationer is a potent persuader for the offender, an example he is 

inclined to emulate. The motivation of the volunteer is also more 

acceptable to the probationer, since he knows that the volunteer 

is working not for money, but from a real desire to help the 

offender. Finally, some probationers are inclined to trust the 

volunteer more readily, since he does not convey the heavy aura 

of authority with which the probation officer is endowedj he sees 

the volunteer as more of a helping agent, rather than a punishing 

agent. 

3) Courts report a high public relations payoff as an indirect 

result of volunteer programs. Certainly there is an effect in the 

community from having hundreds of prominent citizens participating 

as volunteers in the operation of the court. Gourts also report 

that this broad participation results in a climate of il1l10vationj 

traditional methods fall under scrutiny. Citizen involvement might 

also open doors for employment of offenders which hitherto have 

been closed. 

4) Perhaps the most crucial question in introducing volun

teers into a court system is their .. :oordinatiQn with the professional 

cOl'l'ections officers. Some officers will perceive the volunteer 

as a threat to their p.t'ofessiollal status, and resent "amateul' 

meddling" with what they regard as a serious responsibi.li ty which 

.""1\;'/1'1.,1 fl.nl,V hC:l mh1r!.t"L~J;:oll. by pl'ofessionally t.rfdn~d officers. 

In fa,,)'!;, fnl'luJ" V\)llllLi"tNt,l.' 1..1,!..h l ,l.'l·d;; (\TW h'd,l.'t) sr.:wtcd whe3,'e no professiOl1Jll 
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The salary rate for Probation Officers is reasonably satis

factory. A survey of salaries in 26 local jurisdictions thrQugh

out the country shO\ved an unweighted average entry rate of $678 

and an average maximum rate of $830 a month. This compares with 

Cincinnati's entrance rate of $752 and maximum of $869 a month. 

Cincinnati pays a Probation Officer the same rate as it pays a 

Psychiatric Case Worker, whereas in other cities the rate is 

generally lower. Psychiatric Case Workers, in a survey of 26 other 

jurisdictions heavily skewed by high California rates, averaged 

$981 a month, unweighted maximum rates, compared to Cincinnati's 

$869. In short, Cincinnati has not mistreated its Probation 

staff financially. However, further evaluation of salary rates 

is in order if the quality of performance improves in accordance 

with the purpose and resources recommended in this report. 

The caseload is unreasonably heavy, considering the lack of 

supporting resources. On the average, a probation officer can 

devote less than eight minutes a week to a case, including time 

for necessary case records. Meaningful consultation with a 

probation officer is the exception. Referrals to social agencies 

are sporadic and poorly followed up. Probationer reporting is 

frequently to a clerical worker rather than the probation officer, 

rendering advice and assistance almost impossible. 

Pre-sentence investigations are the exception rather than the 

rule. In the first six months of 1970, the .Probation Department 

reported 157 investigations, an average of 26 a month. This is 

about 3% of the persons convicted. Some authorities believe 

that pre-sentence investigations should be made on all convict\:)j 

persons. Whether or not this extreme is necessary, it is 

apparent that more investigations are in order than are being made. 

In the same six months, the Probation Department eigned 279 warrants 

for probation violation. This would indicate that either (1) many 

are put on probation who should be treAtpd othel~ise; or (2) the 

amount of supE'l'vision is insllffi.cJ.ent. Pel'haps some of both are 

:involved .. 
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The Court is, of course, aware of the overload. It has 

requested additional positions in budget hearings. It developed 

the concept of "informal" probation in order to keep down the 

number reporting regularly. 

The Court's problem is very real. The alternatives avail

able to the Court are all of dubious value. The Court has in 

effect already determined that sentencing prisoners to the Work

house is a waste of time and taxpayer's money. ~nile it costs 

some $1,500 a year to keep a prisoner in the Workhouse (plus, in 

many instances, the cost of supporting his family on welfare), 

the average cost on probation is only about $53. Faced with only 

these two alternatives (plus, of course, fining the offender or 

turning him free) the Judges have been choosing the cheaper course} 

In 1960, the judges placed a total of 533 on probation; in 1969, 

the number was up to 1,759, while for the first half of 1970 the 

number was 902. 

Conversely, the population of the Workhouse has been decreafling. 

In recent years, an average daily count of 500 or more was common. 

Now, the average hovers a little under 400. While this decrease 

represents little saving to the ta~payer -- the basic costs of 

custodial care continue, as the same number of security posts 

must be maintained -- there is some saving in food costs, and 

less pressure to expand the guard force. 

----------
1 

We do not wish to overstress economic benefits of probation 
in comparison to incarceration, as the human values should be 
paramount. However, in view of the substantial cost of our 
total recommendations, it should be pointed out that the exten
sive use of probation has been proved to save money. According 
to the John Howard Association, the State of California has put 
state dollars into county probation, and computed that by in
vesting $10 million in probation, the state saved ~t50 million 
in institutional costs, a saving of $5 for every $1 invested. 
A demonstration project in Saginaw, Michigan, established that 
with the use of qualified probation officers, the number of 
offenders incarcerated was reduced by half in comparison with 
a prior base period, and that failures on probation were also 
reduced by half. Other studies in Illinois and Wisconsin bear 

~rilt~r~~t.~:x~nRf.aba~ioITh8g~%§P€~n~bgli~ bf5d,tg~fIIP~0~HB~ls 
stAn 1.A.~ sav~ng !l'OIll costs 0.1. ~ncarcera~~on 
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In short, we believe that the Judges have recognized the 

futility of the present system -- and with ample justification. 

Effective correctional programs simply do not exist for adult 
misdemeanants. 

Basic Conc~E.~: 

We believe that probation, serving as it does as an intake 

control for the use of alternatives to incarceration, must be 

the heart of a correctional program. Probation is the legal 

mechanism for maintaining control and supervision over an 

offender who is not incarcerated. It serves the dual purpose 

of providing for the protection of society on the one hand, 

and the rehabilitation of the offender, on the other. 

We believe further that adjustment to life in the community 

can be facilitated by keeping the offender in the community to 

which you want him to adjust. Removing him to an institution is 

seldom the answer ~o a correctional problem. Incarceration's 

value lies in protecting society momentarily from the offender, 

and not in teaching the offender to adjust to society. Conse

quently, since the verson committed to ~! institution eventually 

returns to the community, the respite afforded the community is 

only temporary and may serve to further complicate his re-inte

gration into the community. Vie believe that most offenders can 

be helped to make this satisfactory adjustment to the community, 

but that positive steps are necessary to provide this help. 

We believe that the process of adjustment is a community 

problem that cannot be dumped into the laps of eight overburdened 

and underequipped people, and then forgotten. Community-wide 

problems require community-wide efforts. Broad supportive 

programs are essentialo These include such resources as social 

agencies, job training and placement agencies, halfway houses 

for those in need of shelter and support during l'ehabili ta tion, 

and R program of volunteer probat.ioll Flnpel''1isors. 

.~--------- ---

~ 
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Finally, we believe that treatment must be based on the 

nature of the offender rather than solely on the nature of the 

offense. It is of relatively minor significance what offense 

a misdemeanant has committed; the next offense may be different, 

but he is the same troubled person. Treatment based on his 

problems must help him to solve them, if he is to get out of 
the crime cycle. 

This suggests the need for more attention to pre .. sentence 

investigation as a diagnostic tool to classify offenders. While 

many offenders are capable of ready adjustment to society, some 

represent, at the time of E~ntencing, a danger to the community. 

An investigation could provide the basis for consultation with 

the sentencing Judge; if the decision is probation, the infor

mation gathered would help to evaluate the offender's rehabili

tation potential, and to plan a program of treatment that \\'ould 
have the greatest possibility of SUCCI:!SS. 

Suggest~d Change~ and New Programs 

.1. \'Ie propose that the Division of Probation Services of the 

Department of Court Services be the field force of the Court 

system in its treatment programs. Other divisions __ the 

Psychiatric Clinic, Rehabilitation, and Program and Staff 

Development -- and other private and public agen~ies should 

be available as resources and support services. But the 

contact with probationers shOUld be in the hands of the 

Probation Services DiVision. The existence of the other 

divisions would p&rmit the probation staff to concentrate 

exclusively on dealing wit:h individual proba'l:ioners, knowing 

that they had all of the resources at hand that the community 
was willing and able to provide. 

2. 
\'Ie propose that when an offender is sentenced to the Corrections 

Center, some provision be made for his supervision after release. 

PeJ:'sons judged in need of inC'flt'CPl,'liltioll pl.'obably need more 

help in adjusting to SO(J~.e cy than those who are judged not to 

11t'lf10 ;nC'A'l.·lh"l·at.iOl~o They also have the additional problem of 

--.---~ --- .-.-~-- .. --- ._ .. ---"-------
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adjustment following incarceration: finding a job, re-estab

lishing their family relationships, etc. The point is that 

temporary incarceration does not solve any problem, other than 

temporarily securing society from the offender. The long

range security of the community requires either permanent 

incarceration or effective re-adjustment, with Court help. 

At present, when an offender leaves the Workhouse, he is on 

his own. We believe his adjustment would be facilitated by 

supervision of the same type provided probationers, and there

fore could be handled by the same personnel, provided, of 

course, ample staff were available. About 3,000 persons 

are released from the Workhouse to the community each year. 

A program of after-care would not need to include all 3,000, 

as some would not be suitable subjects for rehabilitation. 

As a minimum, a trial project should be undertaken for some 

of this group, with preparation for after-care beginning 

while the offender is still confined. Then, on the basis 

of this experience, the staffing pattern could be more 

objectively determined. 

It is proposed that probation officers be encouraged to 

report promptly to the Court recommendations for termination 

from supervision those probationers 'i/ho need no furthpr 

supervision or assistance. It is better to assign a person 

to a long period of probation and release him early, rather 

than to provide inadequate time for him to receive the help 

he requires. We realize that such reports can be made now; 

the difference we are suggesting is in the encoure,gement 

from the Judges. 

We propose that the Probation Supervision unit take on the 

added function of supervising pal'olees. CUrrently, parole 

of misd~lmF'rulf.\ntR from the Workhouse is almost non-existent. 

In 1969, only 46 were Pal'oJ ed. Most of these (the exact 

number is not recorded) were tUrned over to other authorities 

who had holds on them, so they merely went from one institu

tion to another. We do not expeot large numbers ever to be 
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paroled from a short-term institution. But when they are 

paroled, they should be given the same help as probationers. 

Because post-institutional problems may require special 

handling, we suggest that all parolees be concentrated in 

the case load of one Probation Officer. 

We propose that a substantial enlargement of the professional 

probation staff be authorized. A proposed table of organi

zation, together with its costs, is outlined in Chapter 9. 

In addition, we propose that a system be established for the 

use of volunteers in the probation function, as described in 

Appendix A of this chapter. \'/e believe that the volunteer 

concept would not only extend the capability of the pro

bation staff, but would also provide a new and. necessary 

ingredient of community involvement which would assist the 

Court in obtaining cooperation in such areas as jobs for 

probationers. 

We propose that extensive in-service training be provided 

for both the paid professional staff and the volunteers. 

We have suggested, in a separate section, a Division of 

Program and Staff Development which would have among its 

purpose the training of personnel. 

We propose that the work of the Division of Probation Ser

vices be divided into two definite areas. One, the super

vision of probationers, is a traditional function of probat:i.l'llj 

this would continue, with the primary charlge being in the 

availability of resources to which probationers could be 

referred. We also suggest greater emphasis on counsellDlg 

the probationer ruld, where appropriate, his family, The 

second function would be the sc.t'eening of all nSI'" probationers 

by an intake unit of trainedcaso analysts, who.5e pl'imal'y 

responsibility would be to suggest appropriate rehabilitation 

resoUrces and programs for each new enrollee. The purpose of 

this interview would be to determine eaClh (1ffender I s readiness 

for rehabilitation, to suggest appropl'il1te programs, and to 

introduce the pl'obatione.r.' to his p.l'olvddoll officer in a manner 

tllnt 'would i'fl.cdl :i.l\'ll'e Oot'.l.'(;h.:ciond 
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This unit would handle pre-sentence investigation whenever 

required by the Court. It is anticipated that the number of such 

investigations, now small, would increase if personnel were avail

able for this function. When persons are put on probation who 

had been the subjects of pre-sentence investigation, the investi

gation report would be very useful in planning and implementing 

rehabilitation. 

The intake unit would have to handle about 1,800 probationers 

a year. In addition, to the extent that an after-care program for 

persons released from incarceration is established, either as a 

condition of pre-release or on a voluntary basis, there would be 

an additional load. This number is difficult to estimate, but 

should probably be small at the start. This staff would also 

interview dischargees from the Detoxification Centers; this load 

is also difficult to predict but would probably be in the range 

of 1,800-2,000. We believe that initial staffing should be 

provided that is capable of handling a minimum of 5,000 cases 

a year. We therefore recommend a staff of five case analysts, 

with two stenographers and a unit supervisor. This would permit 

an average load of four interviews each working day, plus pre

sentence investigaticns. One interviewer would be assigned to 

each Detoxification Center, one to the Workhouse, and the 

remaining two to the main office. 

We suggest that a different type of employee from the usual 

probation officer be employed for this assignment. It is essen

tially social work interviewing, and should be performed by a 

person with social work rather than probation background. They 

would not have to be psychiatric social workers, although such 

background could be useful, partiuulfU'ly at the Detoxification 

Center assignments. 

This proposa~ offers two important advantages. First, it would 

provide greater expel'tise i,n ini-E'!:o'viewing Md diagnosing pl'oblems than 

the probation officers could be expected to have. Second, it would 

permit the probation officers as case managel's to spend full time on 

r~llp()J.'v.l n;~UI, ; m'l wli ng world ng w:i th volunteers. We can~ot overemphasize 
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the fact that repeated expression of interest and concern in the 

probationer is essential if successful adjustment is to be 

achieved. 

9. We suggest reconsideration of the concept of informal probation. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

It is really a oontradiction of te'rms. Probation implies super

vision; yet none is available for this group. If the offender 

needs supervision, it should be available; if he does not need 

supervision, the Probation Department should have no respon

sibility for him. He could be fl'eed, fined, or given a sus

pended sentence. The case load of the Probation Department is 

too high to justify the added paper work generated by this 

group. 

We suggest consideration of the possibility of diverting some 

offenders else\'lhere. The family neglect cases might be referred 

to Juvenile Court if a juvenile is involved; this Court has 

better facilities and more staff to cope with non-support 

cases. Also, the a.va.ilability of a detoxification program 

would divert some alcoholics from the probation system. 

We suggest that a merit system be established for court 

appointees. This need not be identical with the estab

lished civil service system, but could be set up by agree

ment of the Judges with the assistance of the proposed 

Advisory Committee. The adoption of minimum standards for 

appointment, the assurance of retention during satisfactory 

performance, the freedom from political assessments, and 

selection for promotion based on ability -- all are necessary 

if the professional staff is to be truly professional. 

'vJe recommend that more pre-sentence investigation be the rule .. 

As an aid to the Judge in effective sentencing procedures, 

we believe that calling for investigation more often would 

reduce the number of probat.ioll vioJnr.:ions. 'llhe need for 

/Il0t'e I~'o-fJ(~nt~n"1il illV'l:-'kl/;igur.:iona 
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is among the reasons we recommend a separate unit to handle 

pre-sentence investigations, along with intake into the Pro

bation Departmento The John Howard Association suggests that, 

in working with the misdemeanant offender, a "short fOl'm" 

investigation form could be utilized. 

We must point out that an arrest and conviction represents a 

crisis in the life of a defendant. The significance of that crisis 

can be heightened for the defendant; he has important decisions to 

make about his errant behavior. A humdrum, detached handling of 

his personal crisis robs it cf significance, and builds resentment 

in him. Serious individualized attention of the pre-sentence 

investigator in consultation with the J~dge dignifies the Court, 

and may also arouse some hope in the defendant that he can utilize 

his current crisis to operate more effectively in the future. At 

the time of sentencing, the pre-sentence investigaticn offers him 

some assurance that his particular situation has been giwm ef'l'ious 

attention, and that the punishment is properly imposed on him; this 

l'ec..:ogl'1it:i 011 :i soften .q nl::}Cel'l1'l81'Y stf"T' tOI\'.;J'l.'d l"t"hflb:i.l i tatioll. 
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The use of community volunteers in carrying out various func

tions ''iithin the structure of the Hamilton County Municipal Court 

holds some promising possibilities. Volunteers have not be~n used 

by this Court, except for a brief period in the early 1960s, when 

the Psychiatric Clinic utilized Junior League volunteers for research 

and record-keeping. 

Similarly, use of volunteers in U. S. Courts was almost non

existent until 1960. At that time Judge Keith Leenhouts initiated 

a massive volunteer probation counselor program in the Municipal 

Court of Royal Oak, Michigan. Leenhouts ' program was started be

cause he lacked funds to obtain the probation officers he wanted 

in his Court, and his pioneering work in describing that program 

has led to a dramatic proliferation of volunteer services across 

the country. 

It has been reported that in 1969 some 300-400 courts in the 

U. So were using an estimated 20,000-30,000 volunteers in various 

capacities. (Volunteer Programs in Courts, U. S. Department of 

Health, Education, and Welfare, 1969) While at least 20 types of 

functions have been identified in which volunteer help has been 

used, the majority of volunteers are used as probation officers 

under the supel'vision of professional staff 0 Juvenile courts have 

been most receptive to community volunteers, but several note

worthy pl'ograms exist using volunteers with misdemeanant and felon 

offendel's. 

The most typical alimation is that of a carefully screened 

and briefed volnl1t~er who is matohed with a suitable offender for 

a period of one year of probation supervision and counseling, 

11I1r10]' t:h<'l Gil t:Ci'l."lg~ of a professional corrections officer u There 
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is usually a minimum commitment of one hour each week of contact 

with the offender during that year, during which the reality prob

lems of the probationer are discussed. However, volunteers with 

special skills have also handled small discussion groups or 

tutoring groups. 

No courts have reported any shortage of qualified volunteers 

willing to undertake the responsibility of being a "friend of the 

court" for such case [supervision. A large number of professional 

persons and business executives have volunteered, and their special 

skills can be well-utilized. Retired persons are also promDlent as 

volunteers. Housewives, particularly those who have finished 

raising families, are frequently assigned to female probationers. 

College stUdents have also been heavily utilized as volunteers, 

particularly stUdents of the social sciences. Students in criminology, 

police science, and corrections have often been assigned as volun-

teer probation counselors as a field experience under supervision. 

As a result, some courts have reported that a number of students 

have opted f')r professional training in corrections. Recent research 

in the Denv County Court, which uses 1,000 volunteers, suggests 

that probationer outcomes are somewhat more successful when the 

age and social class differential between volunteer and probationer 

is not too large (The Use of Volunteer Probation Counselors for 

Misdemeanants t The County Court, Denver, Colorado, 1968). The 

Student Community Involvement Program (SCIP) at the University of 

Cincinnati may well serve as a vehicle for student participation. 

The advantages of. using volunteers can be summarized a.s follows: 

1) A volunteer probation officer program can increase the 

number and interJRity of contacts with probationers with only a 

modest in...:r€'.Qse in the court budget. The Municipal Court Pro

bation Department, with caseloads of 300 or more per officer, has 

passed the point wehre meanjugful counseling can be attempted with 

Pl'l.,bAr.ionel's, and contauts must be of a minimal and .pro-forma type. 
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A properly supervised volunteer, with a "caseload of one," is a 

means of producing a corrective emotional experience for the pro

bationer which was intended for him. Use of volunteers can ~ 

introduce fresh energies and initiatives which could reinvigorate 

probation services, as well as distributing the caseloads in a more 

reasonable manner. 

2) The volunteer can serVe as a behavior model for the pro-

bationer. The example of a successful and socially competent 

citizen willing to share his time and efforts in behalf of a pro

bationer is a potent persuader for the offender, an example he is 

inclined to emulate. The mo~ivation of the volunteer is also more 

acceptable to the probationery since he knows that the volunteer 

is working not for money, but from a real d,9sire to help the 

offender. Finally, some probationers are inclined to trust the 

volunteer more readily, since he does not convey the heavy aura 

of authority with which the probation officer is endowed; he sees 

the volunteer as more of a helping agent, rather than a punishing 

agent. 

3) Courts report a high public relations payoff as an indirect 

result of volunteer programs. Certainly there is an effect in the 

community from having hundreds of prominent citizens participating 

as volunteers in the operation of the court. Courts also report 

that this broad participation results in a climate of innovation; 

traditional methods fall under scrutiny. Citizen involvement might 

also open doors for employment of offenders which hitherto have 

been closed. 

4) Perhaps the most crucial question in intl'oducing volun

teers into a court system is their 000,l.'dina tioll wi th the ,Professional 

corl'ections officers. Some office.t's will perceive the volunteer 

as a threat to their ,p.t'ofessiollAl status, and resent "amAteur 

meddling" with what they l'egard as a serious respollsib:i.1ity \.,hioh 

p311.'II/ '1.1 '\l11,V bt.l II: h hp.l'L"l leon by pl'ofe.s.siolla lly t."fti llC"d officers. 

In fa~d;, tIlnuy' \'0 l11H/'l,U.l.' ~"l" '.I.'H'ld ('\til' h'cl.t·t,) 8i:o'wi:cci whel'e no p.l'ofessional 
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staff existed previously, and the evolution of volunteer services 

resulted in a demand for professional staff, so that jobs were 

actually created for professional officers in the development of 

court services. Furthermore, it might be kept in mind that the 

originator of probation in this country was a volunteer __ a 

shoemaker who asked a court to release a prisoner to him for 
guidance 0 

As administrative experience in the courts with volunteers 

increases, many succesaful mixed models now exist which combine 

the harmonious functioning of volunteers with professional staff. 

Some of the effort formerly exerted in direct supervision of pro

bationers is diverted to administrative supervision of the vollillteer 

staff, so that the professionally trained officer's skills are 

multiplied through use of volunteers, and his job takes on more 

variety. Such a development parallels the use of professional 

mental health \oJorkers who become "caretakers If to lesser trained 

staff, and only rarely become involved in direct face-to-face super

vision of clients. Some courts have reported that one hour of 

supervision by staff of a volunteer crul produce 20 hours of contact 

with a probationer by that volunteer, which provides some index of 

the possible multiplication of service to probationers through use 

of a volunteer system. Frrulkly, we regard such figures as too 

optimistic; if one hour of staff time could produce five house of 

contact by a volunteer with a probationer, we would regard that as 
a worthwhile investment. 

The guidelines for a volunteer program might be as follows, 

based upon reports from many courts: 

1) A Coordinator of Volunteer Services should be appointed 

who would co~rdinate the total volunteer effort. The Coordinator 

of Volunteer Services would report to the Director of Probation 

Services. The Voluntp.er Coordinator would obtain commitments from 

existing correctional staff for supervision and training of volun

teers. He would need a staff consisting of an Assistant Coordinator 
and a stenographer. 
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2) The volunteer program would start small; and build 

steadily as experience accumulatedo Careful screening of volun

teers would be carr~ed our with the aid of court psychologists 

and case workers to establish suitable qualifications and moti

vation of the volunteerso 

3) A training program for volunteers would be carried out 

by staff, over perhaps one day per week for four weeks. The 

training program would cover the legel, psychological, and 

correctional responsibilities of the ·01unteer. 

4) At the conclusion of the training course, the volun

teers would be sworn in as court officers ~dth n commitment for 
one year o 

5) One carefully selected probationer would immediately 

be assigned to each volunteer for supervision for one yearo The 

matching of probationer with volunteer would be made by probation 

officers with the aid of psychologists and caseworkers familiar 

with both the volunteers and the probationers awaiting assignment. 

6) Regular weekly reports and conferences, either indi

viduc.~.ly or in small groups, would be required of the volunteer 

officers by the regular staff. 

7) Ongoing evaluation of the volunteer program would be 

carried out, with feedback to the Director of Probation Services, 

by staff persons designated with program evaluation and plaruling 

responsibilitieso The planning staff would provide adequate 

recordkeeping to ascertain at any point the impact of the pro

gram, and suggest improvementso 

8) With experience, a program of pre-probation with 

volunteers might be developed, using the Court of Flint, 

Michigan, as an example o 

In summary, the rapid proliferation of volunteers in court 

p'~ograms allover the country in the last decade amounts to a 

national movement to involve concerned citizens in crirninal 

corrections. Any revision of existing services in the Hamilton 

Couuty Nnn:i.dpFll nOlll't shonl d seriOUsly consider the enhanced 

~----~-~~------~~-
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image of the court in the community, the augmented service 

potential, and the infusi.on of fresh energies and ideas into 

criminal corrections '"hich has resulted from introduction of 
volunteer programs. 
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APPENDIX B 

WORK RELEASE 
One of the fastest-growing concepts in criminology is the con-

cept of permitting a prisoner to work in his normal civilian occu-

pation, even though subject to the discipline of a correctional 

institution. 

The idea is not new. \~ork release, as it is called, first 

began in this country in \~isconsin, whose Legislature passed the 

Huber Act in 1912. Not many states followed suit until recent 

years. Now, with the passage of House Bill 120 by Ohio's Legis

lature in 1969, 41 states can be listed as providing work release 

programs -- 16 of them in the past seven years. Only Arkansas, 

Alabama, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Missi.ssippi, Nevada, New 

Mexico, and Texas have not acted in this field." 

Advantages of Work Release 

The complexities of the human animal make it difficult to 

determine objectively the behavioral changes resulting from any 

one stimulus. Nevertheless, the growth of work release programs 

throughout the country, and the satisfaction e;.;pressed by public 

officials, indicate that work release has had a beneficial effect 

wherever it has baen tried. Some of its advantages are tangible, 

some less so. Following are the principal advantages pointed out 

in a survey of the 37 states with operational programs: 

" While 41 states have legislated, four, including Ohio, did so 
in 1969; therefore it was not possible to study their programs • 
The data included in this report coverS 37 states whioh had aotually 
implemented work releflse p;t'ograms. 
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10 Financial advantage to the penal institution: Net prison 

operating costs are reduced '\ilherever (as under the ne\" Ohio law) 

prisoners on work release will be charged room and board. It is 

customary for institutions to charge a per diem rate, approximately 

equal to the average prisoner/day cost, if the prisoner is allowed 

to work on work ~eleaseo Among the best data available is that of 

Santa Clara, California, which has over ten years of work release 

expe~ience. In 1965-66, for example 1 677 work release prisoners 

paid the county a total of $63,342 for room and board. The county 

computed its cost of operation of the work release program at 

$33,934. Thus the county realized a profit of almost $30,000 in 

that one year. The ~~33, 934 added cost included additional personnel 

and added bookkeeping costs.· 

Dade County, Florida, reports that $32,406 was returned to 

the County General Revenue Fund as a result of work release pri-

soners' payments for board and room. 

At least 31 states charge room and board. Only one is known 

not to make such a charge. (The balance did not respond on this 

item in a survey.) 

2. ~a.'1ciaL~9.y'@:%].~ru{~ _ tq_th~soner' s fam,;lies: r,l'isonel's 

on work l'elease support, or help to support, their fa.milies, rather 

than force them on welfare rolls. Santa Clara County, for example, 

has had almost 5,000 work release prisoners in its 11 years of 

* See Apl1tmdix for summary of Santa Clara County f s distribution 
of I'l';f,Aoner income. 
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operation, who have paid $861,510 to prisoner families. It is a 

1'<:',"£.><~ll::thJ,:- rlr,.'.~Ul!!Ft; ~n that t had the prisoners been fully confined, 

a large proportion of this $861,510 would have come from the county 

welfare agency. Moreover, had the head of the household lost his 

job because of confinement, the chances are that he would have 

needed welfare support after his release; it takes time for an 

ex-convict to find employment. 

Other states have similar experiences. Go G. Latham, \velfal'e 

Director for Shelby County (Nemphis) Tennessee, emphasizes the 

positive benefits of work release to the prisoners' families: 

.0' as the administrator of the largest county 
office of our state Department of Public Welfare, 
I see the results of many families becoming 
dependent on Public Welfare Aid to Dependent 
Children program when the head of the household 
either dies, deserts, or is incarcerated. There 
are facts av~ilable by the Penal Farm to clearly 
show that many families with minor children have 
escaped havins to receive ADC because of the \vork 
He1ease Program. 

3. Then~isoAer hE!~. something ~Q....X:.§l.~,!::ll'll_~Q.-!~heJ1~ sentence 

is ove].',. In large numbers of instances, persons sentenced to con-

finement are immediately fired by thAil' employers. Thia is almost 

a requirement in cases of long sentences. They not only have no 

jobs to which to return, but, as ex-convicts have a more difficult 

time locating employment. In addition, a lal'ge proportion of pl'i

soners have only had marg:i.nFlJ. ",rnp.loYIIJ€\llt at best; many have great 

difficulty in locating' ellll1Jo.rlu~nb even without prison records. In 

\':101\1 (If j:h~s 'l't'llhltnn, "".'1j'8 Ml'S. Nancy Ratliff, Director of Social 
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Services in the Shelby County, Tennessee, Penal Farm, "it is grati-

fying to see a man leave the institution upon his release with money 

in his pocket and a stable job with which to continue." 

4. Prevention of recidivism: "The real success of our pro-

gram," says Charles VI. Hedges, Sheriff of Norfolk County, Massachu-

setts, "has been in preventing so many youthful offenders from 

continuing a life of crime." In essence, this is what work release 

is all about. The loss of one's means of livelihood because of 

confinement too often starts a downward spiral. 1,%rk release per-

mits punishment without the absolute necessity of losing job, and, 

with it, self-respect. Unfortunately, no one has researched the 

subject sufficiently to make available comparative data on recidi-

vism of work-release and non-work-release prisoners. But the ex-

perience of Sheriff Hedges is repeated by others who supervise such 

programs in other jurisdictions. 

Vlhat is Vlork Release? 

If work release has so many advantages, and if it is to be 

implemented in Ohio, it should be described. Briefly, it 

is a program whereby a prisoner can be released from a penal insti

tution during certain limited purposes. The original concept, which 

provide d its name, ~<las release only for the purpose of continuing 

employment. 

When it was four.i.d that prisoners could be successfully re-

leaMd for work, the :rl.l1'pO$eS of the release pl'ogram began to 
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broaden. While all 37 states surveyed permit release for employment, 

smaller numbers permit release for a variety of other related pur-

poses: 

18 states: 
23 states: 
10 states: 
9 states: 

release to seek employment 
release for education and/or job training 
release for housekeeping duties 
release for medical treatment 

Ohio's new act limits work release to employment rather than 

any of the other reasons cited above. 

Very commonly, states began work release by limiting it to 

misdemeanants, as in the case with Ohio. However, while all 37 

states apply work release to misdemean~~ts, 25 -- two-thirds of 

those studied also permit felons to participate. 

Obviously, not every prisoner is suitable for a work release 

program. Each prisoner must be judged on his own merits. Some 

restricti.ons are built into the law; in addition, the laws provide 

discretion of the determining body. Some laws, for example, pro-

hibit work release eligibility of anyone convicted of an assult. 

South Carolina's statute bars alcoholics from the program, while 

others merely specify "good health" as a requirement. Very 

commonly, work release prisoners cannot work for a business whose 

employees are on strike~ Eleven states so specify in t.heir statutes • 

This is the only mandatory exclusion in the Ohio law. 

The admin;i.sh'a tlon of work release l'equil'es also the a.dmini-

6 la'uti 011 of each offender's income during the period of his income 
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production. Typically, the states charge for room and board; only 

one is known to waive this potential source of income. Twenty-

nine of the states use part of the prisoners' incomes to pay for the 

necessary expenses of going to and coming from work, and the same 

number require that portions of earnings be given for the support 

of families. Repayment of debts is required in 16 laws, while 12 

states require the use of income to pay any outstanding fines 

assessed by the courts. Most statutes specify a sequence in which 

these items are to be paid, on the assumption that some prisoners' 

earnings will be insufficient to meet all obligations. This se-

quence varies state to state. Ohio's law is clear on this su.bject; 

its sequence is outlined in the next section of this report. 

Analysis of Ohio law 

Amended Substitute House Bill 120, approved by the Governor on 

August 20, 1969, became effective January 1, 1970. This bill authorizes 

a work release program, but does not spell out many details. It 

authorizes the courts within any county to agree on a set of rules 

and regulations to make work release operative within the county 

on a uniform basis. If the various courts do not clgree, then the 

Court of Common Pleas is authorized to adopt rules which govern all 

courts in the county. 

Several limitations are identified in the statute: 

1. Work release cannot apply to a prisoner who is serving 

a non-suspendRble sentence. 

2. No prisoner can be put on the work release program with

on t apPl'oval of the sen tencing judge. 
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3 • No prisoner can work in an establishment where a legal 

strike is in process. 

4. The work release prisoner must work under the same con-

ditions as all other employees with respect to hours, 

pay, and other conditions of employment. 

The courts in each county are required to designate a person 

to whom all earnings must be surrendered. This person is charged 

with the duty of keeping accurate records, and of giving each 

prisoner a record of his account at least once every sixty days. 

He is also required to disburse the prisoner's earnings in accor-

dance with the following priorities: 

1. 

2. 

Reimbursement to the city or county for all direct costs 

of administering the worl release program and the cost 

of his board; 

Support to the prisoner's dependents as ordered by the 

sentencing judge; 

Necessary travel expenses to and from work and other 

expenses incidental to employment; and 

4. Payment of fines 1 court costs, and debts which have been 

acknowledged by the prisoner in writing, or any garnish

ments filed agail1st his earnil1gs. 

The balance of his earnings are to be retained and disbursed 

to the prisoner upon his discharge from the institution. 

The new provisions of law have been designated as sectiol1s 

.511~7. 28 and .f)ll~7 0 29 of the Ohio Revised Code. 

- -~~~- .---- ~----
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Administration of Work Release 

The various states have adopted varying patterns of administ-

ration of work release programs. The most common, found in 12 

states, is administration by the courts. vfuere this is not the 

practice, the administrator is the person in charge of the penal 

system (eight states), the welfare director (five states), or a 

board (four states). The balance of the states provide different 

me ruts of adminis'~ering the program for local prisoners as compared 

with state prisoners. For example, three states provide for the 

administration of work release for state prisoners by the penal 

administrator, but for local prisoners by 'the local courts. 

\Vhile statutes rarely set forth the reasons for their choices, 

presumably, there is a feeling that the sentencing judge should have 

an important role in the determination of whether or not a prisoner 

should be temporarily freed from custody. HO\ofeVer, with regard to 

state prisoners, particularly those serving long sentences, the 

mechanics of communicating with judges over a wide area, Md the 

sUbstantial knowledge that the penal administrator gains concerning 

long-term prisoners makes it logical to turn the entire problem 

over to the administrator. 

Ohio's law deals only with short-term prisoners, as it is 

limited to persons confined to a county or city jailor workhousen 

Therefore its reliance on the COUl't for determination of eligibility 

iE'l conR;,F;teut with most ot.hol· statutes. :li'ortunately, the Ohio law 

gOOB fllt'thol' f.1nrl,pe.L'mi hi the COlll't to c'Ifl8:ignate an official to 
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handle the mechanics of disbursement of earnings. Presumably, 

most courts would designate a penal administrator for this pur-

pose, if only because of geographic convenience. The simple 

process of providing a prisoner with bus fare would be made complex 

if the designated person were not located on the jail premises. 

The amount of administrative work involved in a new \ofClrk re-

lease program is difficult to predict. Certainly, the number of 

prisoners who would actually participate in the program will deter-

mine, to some extent, the volume of administrative work. Santa 

Clara County, for example, provides the eq~.li valent of three full-

time employees to handle as many as 8JO work release prisoners a 

year. At any given time, some 70-75 prls~ners are on work release. 

It is a safe presumption that Hamilton County's program will 

be substantially smaller, at least at the beginning. This is true 

of many such programs; they start small, and grow. An additional 

element is present in the Hamilton County picture which may tend to 

keep low the number on work release. This is the passage of the 

weekend sentencing law, which will permit the court to sentence 

prisoners with jobs to serve their sentences only over weekends. 

Thus they would be kept from the work release routine. 

In view of the general nature of the Ohio law, it is incum

bent upon the courts to frame detailed regulations. These regu

lations should cover the following points, as a minimum: 

-----~-<~-~--- ---

-----------------
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10 Naming an administratorA We suggest that, as a matter 

of convenience, the superintendent of the workhouse be 

named for workhouse prisoners; the regulations should 

make clear that the administrator may delegate his 

authority to a subordinate. We suggest that the regu

lations Qxclud~ the county jail prisoners, at least 

until the plan has been implemented at the \oJorkhouse. 

Few if any county jail prisoners would be eligible. 

2. Development of a reporting system whereby the admini

strator knows that the sentencing judge is authorizing 

work release. This :i.s a matter of communication, by 

simple form, from the room clerk to the administrator. 

3. Development of standards which the Judges agree will 

be used as a guide in authorizing work release. \Vhile 

some degree of uniformity is desirable, each Judge must 

apply them to individual cases, and latitude for inter

pretation is necessary. We suggest that the regulations 

limit work release to prisoners with a minimum sentence, 

such as two weeks; that a list of offenses be drawn up 

for which no \'lork release authorization will be granted; 

that the administrator be authorized to suspend work 

release privileges subject to report back to the Judge 

currently presiding in Police Court; that the Court 

rules guide the administrator in such suspension 

(failure to return to the institution promptly; strike 

at the company where employed, etc.). 
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Pre-sentence investigation by the probation department 

is necessary. As a minimum, the probation department 

must check to be sure the offender has a job, and that 

the employer will cooperate with regard to handling his 

paycheck. The probation department is woefully under-

staffed. Substantial enlargement is indicated for a 

variety of reasons. We believe that the addition of one 

probation officer right now is necessary to make work 

release work. 

Regulations should permit, but not require, the admini-

strator to find employment for possible work release 

prisoners. The state law talks only of employment, but 

is not limited to continuation of current employment. 

While it is difficult to secure employment for in car-

cerated prisoners, some employers may be interested in 

working out plans whereby they could hire persons eli

gible for this program. Many states permit the prisoners 

to leave the institution to search for jobs. 

Regulations should determine the amount of support that 

a person will be required to pay to dependents. We 

suggest that the Court consider the amount the Welfare 

Department would provide for a family of the size in-

volved. 

The law provides that the prisoner pay "all direct 

costs of administration of such program and the cost 

of boarding such prisoner." ~ypically, other states 

charge $3 or ~~3.50 a day. The average cost per prisoner 

day at the Cincinnati Workhouse is now about $4 a day. 
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A decision is necessary as to the exact cost to charge. 

I 
This is difficult, in view of the absence of any local 

experience concerning the added cost of the work release 

I program. It \vould seem reasonable at this stage to charge 

merely the average cost, $4, for the days the prisoner 

actually is engaged in productive work. 

8. Finally, an effective date is necessary. The statute 

became operative January 1, 1970. However, it cannot 

start until space is available. It is necessary to 

segregate work release prisoners from others, in order 

to guard against the possibility of their bringing contra-

band into the institution. We propose that, as an emergency 

plan, a house be rented suitable for housing 20-25 

work release prisoners, and additional staff employed 

so that one guard is on duty afternoon and night. Food 

can be transported from the Workhouse. On weekends they 

could be housed in the Workhouse. In addition, the Work-

house would need at least one additional employee, pre-

ferably with a social work background, to handle the 

da~r-tn-iln..Y ~ilm;nistl'C:\tive \vork required by this pro-

gram. Some time is neces...sal'Y to reoruit and train a 

person. 
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Implementation 

In order to make work release operative, the following steps 

are necessary: 

1. The Joint Session of the Municipal Court must agree to the 

principle of work release, and must formulate rules as 

suggested on pages 10 to 12, above. These rules must be 

submitted to the Common Pleas Court for approval. 

2. The city council should direct the administration to prepare 

for Council approval and appropriation, a plan for the follow-

ing: 

a. Specific housing. The Superintendent of \vorkhouse 

must either select a suitable existing building which 

can be leased or purchased, or find suitable space 

within the existing Workhouse, for housing work re-

lease prisoners. We recommend the former approach. 

b. Appropriation. The administration will need funds 

for the rental and furnishing of the quarters, and 

for added staff. One Probation Officer, at an annual 

rate of $9,026, should be added for an anticipated 

increase in the amount of pre-sentence investigation. 

One social worker, at an annual cost of $7,268, should 

be aildod to the workhouse staff to handle day-to-day 

administration of the program under the direction of 

the Superintendent. Two guards, at an annua1 cost of 

$7,435, should be added to man the building during the 

hom's h'ork .t'e-.lp.8.Re pl'iRoners would be incarcerated. 
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If an average 22 work release prisoners each paid $4 

a day board, the $32,000 receipts would be sufficient 

to recoup the increased payroll expenditure. More 

important from a financial standpoint, the balance 

of the earnings of w,ork release prisoners would go 

for the support of 'their families, thus reducing the 

potential liability on the welfare system. 

Federal subsidy. Development of a suitable facility for 

work release prisoners is eligible for federal assistance 

under the safe streets act. Early submission of a pro-

posal for federal assistance should be made in order to 

reduce the local share for this facility. 

Analysis and Conclusions 

The passage of both work release and weekend sentencing bills 

provides the sentencing judge with a more complete arsenal of pun-

ishments for misdemeanantso Formerly the judge had a choioe of 

probation, fine, or full-time incarceration. Incarceration under 

these circumstances frequently punished the offender's family __ 

and, to the extent of welfare support, the taxpayer -- as well as 

punishing the offender. 

With these two acts, the sentencing judge now has a wide 

choice: 

1. Probation 

2. Fine, w"lth the possibility of ,;;emitting a portion there-

of 
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Weekend sentencing 

~/ork release sentencing 

Full-time confinement 

To the extent that a sentencing judge wishes to consider the 

effect of incarceration on an offender's family, he now can pro-

vide some degree of incarceration without such side effects. It 

is therefore reasonable to assume that the passage of these two 

bills will cause an increase in the proportion of persons sentenced 

to serve time. 

It is also reasonable to assume, judging from the success in 

other states, that the use of these measures in Ohio will be advan-

tageous to the prisoner, to the courts, and to the taxpayer. 

With the problem of recidivism reaching such great proportions, 

it would be advantageous also :;;f the administrators were to keep 

records of work release and weekend sentenced offenders so that in 

the future, some estimate could be derived to the effect these mea-

sures have on recidivism. Only then can we be sure they fulfill 

their true purpose of providing proper punishment of the right 

offenders. ,[ 
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2/57 - 6/30/57 
FISCAL YEAR 
7/1/57 - 6/30/58 
FISCAL YEAR 
7/1/58 - 6/30/59 
r'ISCAL YEAR 
7/1/59 - 6/30/60 
FISCAL YEAR 
7/1/60 - 6/30/61 
FISCAL YEAR 
7/1/61 - 6/30/62 
FISCAL YEAR 
7/1/62 - 6/30/63 
FISCAL YEAR 
7/1/63 - 6/30/64 
FISCAL YEAR 
7/1/64 - 6/30/65 
FISCAL YEAI~ 
7/1/65 - 6/30/66 
FISCAL YEAR 
7/1/66 .. 6/30/61' 

TOTALS TO DATE 

TOTALS FISCAL YEAR 

1,850.50 

14,663.82 

28,993.17 

35,037.53 

30,858.70 

38,994.97 

49,562.87 

55,582.62 

63,538.17 

74,239.50 

456,664.13 

196'(-1968 to 2/29/6861,793.53 
~t518 ,1+57.66 

1,406.27 

18,013.38 

61,806.84 

62,588.79 

101,701.85 

90,450.25 

99,664.99 

93,559.72 

86,986.70 

105,555.77 

777,806.18 

83,704.35 
861,510.53 

... 
1 

VIOEK FURLOUGH STATISTICS 

" , 

Santa Clara County Sheriff's Department 

1,438.10 

6,133.07 

21,818.07 

18,828.67 

20,067.84 

33,331.43 

34,876.12 

36,768.60 

32,845.23 

40,814.75 

266,907.86 

40,627.37 
307,535.23 

410.00 

520.50 

1,177.53 

1,776.08 

1,569.50 

667.00 

1,362.00 

1,147.00 

12,852.03 

654.87 
13,,506.90 

7,233.38 

44,563.31 

24,233.17 131,095,09 

147,461.55 

6,604.26 168,867.45 

27,613.25 207,249.14 

28,100.73 

53,193.25 243,797.70 

64,939.82 252,223.28 

81,286.38 299 ,L~70 .18 

332,977.48 1,845.990.58 

75,829.73 263,906.36 

• , 1 

26 

117 

224 

254 

254 

328 

390 

430 

677 

4,152 

799 
4,951 
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APPENDIX G 

INSTAlMENT PAYMENT OF COURT FINES 

Purpose of this Proposal: 

v/hen an offender is convicted in Hamilton County Municipal 
Court on a misdemeanor charge, the Judge frequently has the choice, 
among others, of fining him, incarcerating him, or assessing both 
penalties. The reality of the situation is that when the Judge 
wants merely to fine the offender, his action of fining him may 
have the effect of imposing a Workhouse sentence simply because 
the offender cannot at that moment pay the fine. 

At present, some offenders are allowed to pay on an instal
ment plano This proposal is to broaden that possibility so that 
the following benefits are more systematically realized: 

1. Persons would not be incarcerated simply because they 
are poor. 

2. 1~e Judge's actual sentence would be carried out. If 
he determines the person should be only fined, he would, 
in more cases, be only fined, not incarcerated. 

3. The taxpayer would be saved the expense of incarceration, 
and the public treasury would benefit by increased re
ceipts. 

Present Situation 

The Court is currently using its legal authority (described 
more fully below) to permit instalment payment of fines in some 
instances. In 1969, approximately ~~26,000 Was collected in fines 
and costs by the Probation Department. This represents an unknovm 
number of offenders who, when sentenced, indicated to the Judge 
that they could not pay the fine at that time. The Judge then 
committed them to probation for the purpose of collecting the 
fine. The Probation Department set up a schedule of repayment. 
The Cashier of the Probation Department collected the money, and 
reported any delinquencies to the pronat:i.oll staff which in tUrn 
l'epol'ted them to the Judge for consideration as pl'obation viola
tors. The law then permits the Judge to impose such sentence as 
he could h.wtl or:ie;; nA11y ; 1II110aeci Il.lldsl' the charge. 
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In addition to those who pay their fines either to the Court 
or through instalments, an estimated 1,300 are sentenced to the 
Workhouse simply because they could not pay their fines. Another, 
larger group receives both a fine and a sentence in days. 

No summary records are available that would indicate the num
bers in each category, nor is their employment status ascertained 
(unless they indicate they are unemployed). Therefore we had to 
rely on estimates based on a sample of \10rkhou.se commitments. 
Based on this sample, we find that almost one-fourth of all V/ork
house commitments are for fines only, '\vi th these fines aggregating 
$85,000 a year. Of this amount, one-fifth is paid after the offencler 
has been incarcerated for a day or two. A similar amount of fines 
is assessed against persons known to be unemployed; this amount 
could never be recouped. The remaining 60%, or almost $50,000 a 
year, is assessed against persons who at least claim an occupation, 
and therefore could be expected to pay if an instalment plan were 
available. 

In addition, almost half of the persons sentenced to serve time 
also are fined. The aggregate amount of these fines is about $275,000 
a year. Of this amount, one-fifth is paid in cash in order to 
shorten sentences, rather than require the offender to serve addi
tional days. The balance, over $200,000, is worked out at ~tlO a 
day. 

In short, on any given day, there are about 70 persons incar
cerated in the vlorkhouse for the purpose of working out fines at 
the rate of $10 a day. Not only is the revenue from this $250,000 
in fines lost, but the city is feeding, clothing, and securing 
these 70 persons at the taxpayers' expense. We hesitate to put a 
dolla.r sign on this cost. While the average cost per prisoner per 
day now exceeds $4, we recognize that if the Workhouse population 
were arbitrarily decreased, there would not be a proportionate 
decrease in its cost of operation j only the dil'ect cost of food 
ruld uniforms would be actually saved. However, some of the pres
sures now existing on the inadequate staff would be partially 1'1-

lieved. 

Suggested System 

Any system for the instalment payment of fines must take into 
account the fact that the Judge in Crim~. nEtJ. Court simply does not 
have the Hme to work out detEtill"l; nor is it ne.::eSS81'Y to use the 
time of a Judge for this PU1'pose. PerSons can be hired mOl'e 
cheaply to do it for him. 

We propose simply that the offender who is only fined by the 
Judge be refeI',red to a Probation Officer who is assignod as' 

f.i\1F\!l";i,,l :ll1·bcll.·V~cO\l'€ll.·, if he teJJ,1"l the r~oom Olerk that he is unable 
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to pay the fine at that time. Thus no additional burden would be 
placed on the Judge. 

The Room Clerk would prepare a simple referral form, in dup
licate. ~1is form would identify the offender by name, charge and 
date, and show the amount of fine. One copy would be given to the 
offender to take to the Probation Department, where he would meet 
with the financial interviewer and work out a plan for payment. 
The other copy would be retained by the clerk, and checked with the 
financial interviewer at the end of the court session to be sure 
everyone reported. If not, a warrant for physical arrest would be 
issued and the Judge would impose such sentence as authorized by 
law, in accordance with Section 2947.11 of the Revised Code. 

Assuming the offender reported to the financial unit, he would 
sit down with a financial interviewer and discuss his ability to pay 
the fine. In some cases, a call to a relative or friend would be 
sufficient; the money would be brought in before, rather than after, 
his incarceration in the Horkhouse. In other cases, the interviewer 
would obtain information concerning his ability to pay. Where did 
he work? v/hat was his rate of pay? v/hen did he get paid? Size of 
family? Other financial obligations? All factors affecting his 
ability to pay would be recorded by the interviewer, and, when 
possible, verified. On the basis of this evaluation, the inter
viewer would attempt to come to agreement with the offender on a 
schedule of repayment, which would be put in writing. 

In addition to those who are only fined, the instalment plan 
shoUld be extended to those who are sentenced in addition to being 
fined. This would tend to shorten the time actuallY served. How
ever, it does present a problem of security, and makes necessary a 
location convenient to the court room. 

A side benefit that would be realized in 
the assistance that the financial interviewe.'.' 
assisting offenders with personal budgeting. 
the extent that some persons may be violating 
are unable to manage their personal affairs. 

some cases would be 
could furnish in 
This is relevant to 
le.ws because they 

The financial interviewer would find in some cases, parti
cularly with the unemployed, that no instalment plan would help. 
If the offender is unemployed, chances are against his being able 
to pay a fine in any reasonable period of time. Such offenders 
would have to be directed to the Workhouse to serve out their 
fines. If, however, this plan is successful, the number sent to 
the Workhouse would be smaller than at present. 

The financial inte~yiewer would need the assistance of a 
cashier. Such a POI..!·; t:i '>L currently exists in the Probation De
partment. It is a: ; .,i.pated that he would have time in which to 
absorb the added W01\1' .. :.laused by the expansion of instalment pay-
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ments. He could also act as an additional interviewer when ne
cessary. 

Benefits of the Proposal 

Because of the lack of complete reporting it is not possible 
to predict accurately the number of cases which would be benefitted 
by this proposal. The problem is that at the present time there . , 
~s no assurance that an offender who reports an occupation is actu-
ally employed, and able to pay a fine within a reasonable time. 

We find that over $50,000 a year is worked out in fines by 
persons other than those who label themselves as unemployed. A 
substantial portion of this amount should be recouped if instal
ment payment were systematized; a target figure would be 50%, or 
$25,000. 

In addition, we find that some $275,000 in fines are assessed 
along with ivorkhouse sentences, 20% of which is paid out during 
incarceration. If only a fourth of the remaining 80% were collected 
in order to shorten jail terms, an additional $50,000 would be 
collected. 

Thus the possibility exists for collecting an additional $75,000. 
The expenditure involved in so doing would be the salary of the finan
cial interviewer, plus his fringe benefits. If the Probation Officer's 
pay rate is used, the annual cost of the program would be about $11,000. 

More important, pers6ns would be spared incarceration whom the 
Judge did not want to incarcerate. In some instances, incarceration 
produces loss of employment, the ultimately entry onto the welfare 
rolls. 

Legal Ba~ 

No additional laws are necessary i11 order to install this pro
posal. Section 2947.11, Ohio Revised Code, reads in part as follows: 

The court may also place such an offender on 
probation, with the condition that he pay a 
fine and costs or either of them, in instal
ments within a limited time, and may, jn case 
of the default in any of such payments impose 
such sentence as is provided by law. 

Th~s the Judge has the authority to permit instalment payment, 
and to ~ncarcerate an offender who sets up an instalment plan and 
then fails to honor his commitment. ~le use of probation is appa
rently a. means of p.t·uv:i eli ng ('ont.; nlli.ng 811PC:ll'vision during the time 
UOI.lOAFl."I1.'y fOl' 11El~'lIIt.mt. 
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The law sets no limit on the Judge with regard to when tha 
fine must be paidft Currently, the Court requires that instalments 
be completed in one year. This appears to be reasonable, and could 
be continued as a Court policy. 

Conclusion 

Our overall study is concerned among other aspects, with the 
population that should be provided for in a new Vlorkhouse. Inas
much as the number of people incarcerated is heavily influenced by 
the number fined, this element :5.s important in the study. 'vIe esti
mate that 1,300 persons a year are sent to the V/orkhouse for failure 
to pay fines. The new institution could be smaller if alternatives 
are available to keep them out when the Judge has not seen fit to 
sentence them to the Workhouse. 

In addition, we can predict a revenue gain for the city if 
instalment payment is expanded as suggested above. While the 
absence of statistics makes exact prediction difficult, we esti
mate that as much as $75,000 might be returned for an investment 
of $11,000. 

Instalment payment of fines is but one of the alternatives to 
incarceration to be considered. However, it is dis~retej it can 
be acted UPOll by the Court without waiting for other programs. 
Such action would help in projt::lcting the populatio11 that should 
be provided for in planning a new institution. 

- -~.-.---
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CHAPTER VIII 

MUNICIPAL COURT PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the place of the 

Psychiatri.c Clinic in the criminal justice system, and to recommend 

the expansion of its facilities. 

Background 

The Cincinnati Municipal Court organized the Psychiatric Clinic 

in 1957. Its administration was transferred to the Department of 

Health in 1963 as the nucleus of a new Division of Mental Health. 

The creation of the local clinic followed a well established 

national pattern. The first such clinic ~."as organized in 1913 in 

Chicago. The intent at that time was to evaluate selected de·fen

dants to determine the presence of mental disease. Over a period 

of years the purpose evalved into a spectrum of helping services, 

treatment as well as diagnostic. When Cincinnati opened its clinic, 

its purposes were listed as follows: 

1. To assess defendants for possible comlutment to mental 

hospitals. 

2. To assist the courts in making decisions affecting 

sentences. 

3. To provide data to probation officers that would not 

otherwise be available. 

The local clinic is considered successful. Systematic evalu

ation is difficult, but the Judges and probation officers are often 

pleased with the aid they receive on a pract.ical, day-to-day basis. 

This aids the Court's understanding of personality factors which 

lead the person to bre$.k the law. It also sometimes establishes 

the possibility that the courts can refer from treatment, while 

on px'obati.on, those defendants needing some type of treatment. 
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Current Clinic OEeration 

The Clinic accepts referrals only from the Court, which refers 

only misdemeanants~ Approximately 29& of the cases coming before the 

Court are so referred. The referrals are evaluated and a recommen

dation is returned to the referring Judge. 

In about two-thirds of the cases, the Clinic returns a recommen

dation for probation c.oupled with some type of treatment. This treat

ment ranges from non-professional supportive services, such as 

Alcoholics Anonymous, to group therapy, individual therapy, or even 

hospitalization. However, the Clinic itself seldom provides therapy; 

the Clinic is staffed only to make referrals. 

The Clinic is currently staffed as follows: 

1 Medical Director, part time 

2 Psychiatric Social Workers 

2 1/2 Clerk Stenographers 

2 Psychiatrists, part time (assisted by residents in 

psychiatry) 

The Clinic will use, in 1970, about $65,000 of the budget of 

the Division of Mental Health. 

The workload of this staff for 1969 consisted of the evaluation 

of 587 new patients and reevaluation of 30 former patients. A total 

of 532 team conferences were conducted. 

The Clinic operates on the assumption that there must be clear 

and determinable reasons that lead any individual to disregard the 

law. Once these reasons are known, it is possible to chart a 

rational, ameliorative course that is intended to reduce recidi

vism by helping the pati.ent to l3. better personal and social 

adjustment. 

To accomp.l:i.sh this objective, the Clinic accepts referrals 

from t.he Judges, either on his own inj.tiative or at the suggestion 

of a psychia(,.t'lc sor-:i.a"!. wor1cl31' who is in the courtroom$ Evaluation 
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is conducted by a psychiatrist; the family is ordinarily seen by 

the psychiatric social worker. A team conference is then conducted 

and recommendations formulated, which are transmitted to the Judge 

by the social worker. The Judge is then free to use these recommen

dations as he sees fit. 

On occasion, Clinic personnel are asked to see Workhouse pri

soners. This is ~ost likely to occur when a prisoner exhibits 

some abnormal behavior while confined, and Workhouse management 

feel they need professional help in dealing with the prisoner. 

Because of small staff size, the Judge may have to wait from 

three to four weeks for an evaluation report. This tends to dis

courage Judges from making more referrals. 

Evaluation and Recommendations 

As indicated above the present operation of the Clinic is 

considered successful. Its basic methods of operation are accepted, 

and the philosophy of operation should continue. 

However, the staff is inadequate to cope with the load. The 

waiting time should be reduced if the Clinic is to provide the 

service that the Judges and the patients have a right to expect. 

The following recommendations would provide a reasonable level of 

staffing: 

1. The amount of time available from staff psychiatrists 

should be increased from two days to four days. 

2. The social worker staff should be increased from two 

to four, one of whom would be the chief social wor1<:er and 

OJ i.nic administrator. This would relieve the medical 

director of administrative details. It is not believed 

that a full-time administrator is justified in a Clinic 

of this size. But administl'ative work is best handled 

by a person who is present on a full-time basis, and can 

be handled mOl'e nheaply than by the use of a professional 

psychiatrist. 
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3. A Psychologist should be hired for psychological testing. 

Such a position was formerly provided, but was eliminated 

in the interest of economy. It is estimated that 2~fo of 

Clinic cases need psychological evaluation. This would 

permit employment on a part-time basis. 

4. Additional professional staff would require additional 

stenographic assistance. Four stenographer, in place 

of the present 2 1/2, should be sufficient for the in

creased load. 

The above additional staff would raise the budget from the 

$65,000 budgeted for 1970 to an estimated $102,000. 

Benefits to be Achieved 

The increase in budget would permit the evaluation of approxi

mately double the present intake, or 1,000-1,200 patients each year. 

They could also be evaluated more promptly, so 'chat reports would 

be returned to the Judges in a more timely fashion. Other benefits 

to be gained from this expansion are: 

1. The Clinic could take a part of the load of psychia trio 

examination of felons. We have not at this time included 

the problem of psychiatric examinations in Common Pleas 

Court, currently handled by referral to private physicians. 

But the recommended staff could begin work in this direction, 

so that if court operations are ultimately merged, the 

Clinic could grow to take the entire load. 

2. A Psychiatric Social Worker could be stationed a.t the 

Workhouse. This would permit emergency evaluations when 

required. More importantly, it would permit prisoners 

to be evaluated wi thin the insti tu tiona It \-,ould also 

guide treatment of prisoners who have been evaluated 

prior to being sentenced, and WQuld prepare these pri

soners for immediate treatment following discharge. 

The counseling relationship could start within the 

institution. 
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3. The medical director could begin a program of treatment 

for those \cith such need. Currently treatment is not 

supplied, except in rare cases. An estimated 35% could 

be treated easily, efficiently, and with good results 

within the clinic itself. Methods of treatment would 

include a drug clinic, supportive individual therapy, 

group therapy, IllLd family therapy. Such treatment pro

grams could be f'lacili ta ted through the development of a 

program of volunteer counsellors. A therapeutic pro

gram is possible only by relieving the medical director 

of administrative chores. 

4. Social workers would have the time to develop better 

communication with community resources, so that the 65% 

who cannot be tree.ted \~i thin the Clinic could be referred 

to agencies and followed up. 

50 The Clinic could accomplish some needed research work o 

Since its founding in 1957, the Clinic has made only 

one in-depth study, concerning shoplifters.. If we are 

ever to reduce recidivism, \~e cannot ignore the mass 

knowledge being compiled through the thousands of evalu

s.tions that have taken place within the Clinic. Such 

research would be action-oriented, in order to determine 

causes of anti-social behaVior, and courses of action 

to reduce it. 

60 A small program of public education would be possible, 

particularly with regard to such subjects as drug abuse. 

The exact nature of this function would be dependent 

upon other agencies who have or will enter this field; 

the Clinic director would coordinate his work with that 

of others to avoid duplication. But public information 

is such an important field that there is almost certainly 

the necessity of hiE> ; llVO] "·CI/lPo.nt. 

~ssignment of Responsibility • ' , .~, ·'-_h_ •. _· 

At present, the Psychiatric Clinic is a part of the Division 

of Mental Health of the Department of Health. In 1957, when the 

Clinic began, it was a part of the Municipal Court; its transfer 
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was to provide a nucleus for a Division of Mental Health which 

would take on expanded functions. 

The assignment of management responsibility for the Clinic 

is a problem comparable to that posed by the Detoxification Center. 

Both are medical facilities; the question must be resolved, is it 

necessary to have medical facilities under the Board of Health, or 

is their close relationship to the Courts such as to mrute it desir

able that they be under the Court's jurisdiction? 

We believe that given men of good will, any system will work. 

However, there are advantages in keeping all medical support faci

lities aligned as closely as possible with the medical profession. 

Recruitment of staff, for example, can be facilitated if a teaching 

or research appointment is also available. 

We therefore suggest that the Psychiatric Clinic continue 

under Health Department sponsorship and administration. However, 

the funds for the Clinic should be budgeted to the Court, which 

would pay the Health Department for services rendered. The Court 

could thus increase or decrease its payments according to the needs 

and available funds. It would have control, through the power of 

the purse, to make sure that the services mets its expectations. 

The payment for services rendered would also get around the 

potential problem that would be created if responsibility for the 

Court is transferred to Hamilton County. The County could pay the 

City for services rendered, as it already does in other fields. 

We further suggest that the Health Department take the necessary 

steps to provide the Clinic with a budget distinct from the remainder 

of the Division of Mental Health. At present, its funds are inter

mixed with those for other activities of the Division of Mental Health, 

pos:i.ng a difficulty in determining the exact cost of Clinic operations. 

IsolAtion of its rndget would be eS'pAc.i.El1 Jy impol·tant if the Courts 

pay for services, RO thol'!.) lll'0111 d be a way to determine i:he fair share 

f01' l'e:i.mhl'T'ROtlh:lni·,. 
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Conclusion 

The expansion of the Clinic as proposed above is consistent 

with the need for more viable alternatives to be provided to the 

Judges. If meaningful alternatives to incarceration are to be 

provided, the Clinic is a service that shoUld not be neglected. 

This is particularly important as an adjunct to the rehabilitation 

process, and to the expansion of probation services, both of which 

will be discussed in future reports. 
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CHAPTER IX 

STAFFING ArtD COSTS 

Introduction 

Throughout this study, a number of recommendations have 

been made, intended to reduce the cost of crime by attacking the 

problem of recidivism. If successful, the community will save 

money, as well as have an increased sense of security. Further

more, providing these alternatives to incarceration will save 

money that would otherwise be spent on incarceration. 

But these programs are not without their price. Throughout 

this study, we have never inferred that present Judges and other 

Court personnel are not doing their jobs. Within the limits of 

the time available, they are doing the best they can with limited 

resources. Program expansion will cost money, at least until 

there is enough success that fewer cases come before the Court. 

This chapter, then, vdl1 detail the costs that the community, 

through its government, will have to bear if progress is to be 

made. It will then attempt to justify these costs. As most of 

the cost will be for personal services, the staffing patterns pro

posed are fundamental to the determination of costs. 

Probation Division 
The following stAffing; R pl'Oposed fOl' the I'l'obation 

Division: 

Title No Pesns No Posns 
Current Proposed 

Director of Probation Services 0 1 

Chief Probation Officer 1 1 

Assis'cant Chief Jll'obl'ltion Off:i.c:er 0 3 

Probation Officers 7 12* 

RlIllf"t'v.I Ai.ng Pl'iychia tric 
Case Workel' 1 1 

• 11 I 
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Probation Caseworker 

Coordinator of Volunteers 

Assto Coordinator of Volunteers 

Accounting Technician 

Stenographic-Secretary 

Clerk Stenographer III 

Clerk Typist III 

Clerk Stenographer II 

Total 

o 
o 
o 
1 

1 

2 

1 

o 

14 
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5 
1 

1 

1 

1 

4, 

1 

2 

34 

Includes one recommended for the work release programs And one 
for handling fines on the instalment plan. 

The cost of the additional positions shown above would total 

$219,826, including the added cost of fringe benefitso This is 

based on 1970 salary schedules of the City of Cincinnati. It 

can be anticipated that the City will grant some salary increase 

for 1971, which would have to be reflected in these figureso 

However, we have no basis on which to project the amount of 

increases. 

The organizational distribution of these employees is shown 

on the following page. 

Administration Division 

The Administration Division of the Department of Court 

Services is the office of the Director. Functions have been 

described in Chapter IV. This is a new Division, so all of 

the positions indicated would be additional:* 

. _ ........ ---------
We recognize that the Court currently employs a Court Admini
strator-Referee. A substantial portion of his time is spent 
conducting a small claims COU1·t; at present he has no respon
sibili ty over the opera'bion of cOl'rectional progl'ams, which 
is the heart of this recommendationo We assume that the 
Court would need the continuation of his work in small claims, 
and therefore the proposed position of Court Administrative 
Officer would be additional. 
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INTAKE UNIT 

1 - Supervising Psych. 
Case Worker 
1~11,540 - 12,462 

5 - Probation Case Workers 
$10,431 - 11,170 

1 - Clerk Stenographer III 
$6,436 - 7,096 

1 -. Clerk Stenographer II 
$5,630 - 6,271 

---------------
Preliminary Interviews 

Parole investigations 

Pre-sentence investigations 

Consultation with Judges and 
Probation Officers 

Rehabilitation planning 

r - (" ~ r'"': i ... ~ !' r ti 

DIRECTOR OF PROBATION SERVICES 

$15,217 - 16,861 
In charge of entire operation 

SUPERVISION UNIT 

1 - Chief Probation Officer 
$12,279 - 13,931 

3 - Asst. Chief Probation Officer 
$10,431 - 11,170 

10 - Probation Officers 
~~9,026 - 10,431 

1 - Probation Officer 
(Instalment Fines) 

1 - Probation Officer 
(Work Release) 

1 - Accounting Technician 
$7,096 - 7,793 

2 - Clerk Stenographer III 
~t6 ,436 - 7,096 

1 - Clerk Typist III 
$6,436 - 7,096 

Field supervision of all 
probationers with volun
teer assistance 

Assisting in training and 
supervising volunteers 

-'"1 --'1 

stenographic Secretary 

~t7 ,443 - 7,793 

VOLUNTEER UNIT 

1 - Coordinator 
$12,279 - 13,931 

1 - Asst. Coordinator 
$9,026 - 10,431 

1 - Clerk Stenographer III 
~~6 ,436 - 7 ,O'~C 

1 - Clerk Stenographer II 
$5,630 - 6,2'"1::' 

---------------
Recruitment, training \ 

assignment of 
volunteers 
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1 - Court Administrative Officer 

1 - Assistant Court Administrative Officer 

1 - Stenographic Secretary 
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The cost of this staff, including fringe benefits, would 

be $57,827 at 1970 salary rates. 

Programming and Staff Development Division 

This Division, described in Chapter V, would be a staff 

Division to the Administrator and his assistant. The recommended 

staffing would be as follows: 

1 - Director of Programming and Staff Development 

1 - Clerk Steno~apher III 

Part~time research assistants (recommend $5,000 

allocat.ion for this purpose) 

The total cost of personal services would be $30,017 fer 

salaries and fringe benefits for the regular employees, and 

estimated services of assistan'ts on research work. As indicated 

in Chapter V, this assumes that some research work on programs 

would be contracted out, frequently with the aid of federal and 

other special grants. 

Rehabilitation Division 

This Divi,:;ion can best be considered in three distinot units: 

(1) division administration; (2) operation of a halfway house 

facility as part of Drake Hospital; and (3) operation of detoxi~ 

fication centers. Descr:i,ption of the work of the entire Division 

is given in Chapter VI. 
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Administrative unit: 

1 - Director of Rehabilitation 

1 - Clerk Stenographer III 
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Cost of this administrative wlit would total $25,017, 

including fringe benefits. 

Adult Opportunity Center: 

1 - Administrative Assistant I 

4 - Rehabilitation Oounsellol's (l'esidFmt. pel'sormel, 

one available on each shift) 

3 - Reha.bili'Cation Cool'di lJ.<ttors (field contacts, job 

developers; assist the Director in contacting 

existing agencies that provide support for pe.rsom:; 

on probation) 

1 - Clerk Stenographer II 

This staffing pattern assumes that food service, building 

main tenanc\"! and cleaning will be provided by Drake Hospital. An 

allocation to the Court budget to pay for this service is in order; 

this will be outlined later in this chapter. As far as cost of 

personal services for the paid staff is concel'ned, the total 

""Ir~ t ~,W<11H'li tlg ;t'l'inge l:lenefits t would be $82,7070 

Detoxification facilities: 
Each of the two Pl'oposed centers would need the following 

staff: 
1 - Medical Director (part-time, contract employee) 

1 - Nu tl'it:l.oni at (p,<l':,'('-'I;.; rnA, ,'ollha..:!; employee) 

1 - Supervisor of Nursing 

5 - Staff Nurses 

10 - Orderlies 

5 - Clerk II (admitting cler1<:s) 

J. - Administ.rative Assis'~Ant I 

1 - Clerk Stenogl'apllel' II 

1 - Cook 

1 Food Service Belper 

This staff of 27 persons would be soheduled for 24-hour 

operat:l.on. The estdmah:~d payroll cost would be ~~196,4.50 inclu

(ling f1."ll1&'} hmQ,t':L ts fol" regular employeeso 

-"----~ ------'--------
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It is assumed that one facility would be constructed first, 

end the second a year or two latera The ultimate cost, assuming 

two centers in operation, would be twice the above figure, or 

$392,900. It is recommended that an investig~tion be made to 

determine if some existing building could be made available, 

if only on a temporary basis, so that a start is made promptly 

on this problema 

The total cost of personal services of the Division of Rehabi

litation for operating its community-based p:l'ogl'ams, an Adult 

Opportunity Center, and two detoxification centers would aggre

gate $500,624 a yeara All of the proposed 65 positions would 

be additional, because no such programs exist currentlYa 

Psychiatric Clinic 

This is an existing agency, part of the Division of Mental 

Health of the Department of Health. However, it does not have 

a separate budgeta We recommend a separate budget so its true 

cost can be identified and reimbursed by the Court. Present 

and proposed staffing patterns: 

Present ProEos~ 

Medical Director (part-time) 1 1 

Psychiatric Caseworkers 2 3 

Psychiatrists (part~time) 2 4 

Supervising Psych. Caseworker ° 1 

Psychiatric residents (part-time) 2 2 

Psychologist (part-time) ° 1 

Stenographic Secretary 1 1 

Clerk stenographer II 2 3 
Total 10 16 

The estimated personal services cost for the proposed 

staff is ~~117 ,574, including fringe benefits. The current allo

cation from the Division of Mental Health Budget is ~~81,470 

(including an allowance for fringe benefits which is not 

budgeted), or an increase of ~t36,104 a year. 
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,,;" i.pi tu1a tion of Personal Services Costs 

No. Posns. Personal Services Cost 
Pres. Prop. 1970'" Proposed 

Administrative Division ° 3 $57,827 
Program and Staff Division ° 2 30,017 
Probation Division 14 34 $150,637 370,463 
Rehabilitation Division: 

Administration ° 2 25,017 
Halfway House ° 9 82,707 
Detoxification 

(2 centers) ° 54 392,900 
Psychiatric Clinic 10 16 81,470 117,574 

Totals 24 120 $232,107 $1,076 ,505 

Increase over 1970 $844,398 

'" Fringe benefits, not budgeted in departmental accounts, have 
been included in order to provide a valid comparison. 

Non-Personal Services Costs 

While the biggest share of correctional program costs must 

be in personal services, there must be some increase in non

personal costs if only to permit effective use of employee time. 

More office space must be rented; more office sunp1ies used-.t , 

some increase in auto mileage allowed. In addition, the operation 

of a halfway house and two detoxification facilities will require 

expenditures for building maintenance, food, light, heat, etc. 

These costs are difficult to estimate, because there is no local 

experience on which to base projections. Furthermore, inflation 

is affecting the prices which the government must pay, just as 

it affects individual householders. The following' estimates are 

therefore rough, but cover the basic items that should be fUrther 

considered if the fundamentals of these recommendations are 
followed. 

1. Rent for offices. We estimate an additional 5,000 

square feet should b~ rented at 222 East Central 

Parkway to permit efficient operation of the Depart

ment of Court Services. Cost, $15,000 a year. 
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Office supplies and other expendibles, including 

mileage. Current allocation is only $3,660, or 

$150 per employee. Maintaining the same cost per 

employee would require an additional sum of $14,400. 

Detoxification Center operation (food, heat, laundry, 

etc.). We tentatively estimate that $65,000 would be 

required each year for each center for such items, 

or a total of $130,000 when both centers are in 
operation. 

4. Halfway house. Similar items for the halfway house 

would cost about $25,000, which \I'ould become receipts 
for Drake Hospital. 

Total non-personal costs, assuming full operation of the 

~ntire program, would aggregate about $185,000 a year above the 

present amounts. Thus the grruld total cost of these proposals, 

fully implemellted, would be $1,029,398. 

In addition, there would be one-time costs for furniture, 

equipment, and perhaps office renovation. These capital invest

ment charges for the two detoxification centers is estimated at 

$434,000 each, including land acquisition cost. The other 
capital costs for office furniture , equipment and renovation 
cannot be estimated, as there is no way to determine the extent 
of renovation in UruOlown offices. 
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SUGGESTED SALARY RANGES 

Title 

Court Administrative Officer 

Asst. Court Administrative Officer 
Director of Probation Services 
Director of Program and Staff Develop. 
Director of Rehabilitation Services 
Chief Probation Officer 
Coordinator of Volunteers 
Supervising Psychiatric Caseworker 

Asst. Chief Probation Officer 
Probation Caseworker 

Psychiatric Caseworker 
Supervisor of Nursing (Detox.) 
Probation Officer 
Rehabilitation Coordinator 
Assistant Coordinator of Volunteers 

Annual Salary Steps 

$25,000 

17,408-17,953-18,497-19,040-19,585 
15,217-15,765-16,314-16,861 
15,217-15,765-16,314-16,861 
15,217-15,765-16,314-16,861 
12,279-12,829-13,380-13,931 

11,540-11,725-12,094-12,462 

10,431-10,800-11,170 

9,026-9,337-9,691-10,062-10,431 

Administrative Assistant I 8,851-9,202-9,512-9,876 
Staff Nurse (Detox.) 7,617-7,971-8,323 
Staff Nurse (Detox.) (with B.S. degree) 7,793-8,147-8,499 

Rehabilitation Counsellor 

Cook (Detox.) 

Laboratory Technician I (Detox.) 

7,435-7,793-8,139 

6,601-6,766-6,931 

5,474 6,107 

Orderly (Detox.) 

Food Service Helper (Detox.) 

5,318-5,474-5,630-5,786 

4,400-4,553-4,705 

NOTES: 

1. Steps are taken from city's basic salary plan. 

2. Clerical workers should be paid the city's scale for com

parable work. 

Offsetting Costs 

Without minimizing the importance of a million-dollar pro

posed operating expenditure, or of extensive capital investment 

it sbould be pointed out that 'chere are some bright spots in 

the cost picture. Most important is the fact that investment 

in community-based correctional programs represents a savings in 

institutional costs. The other aspect is the possibility of 

federal assistance. 

------
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We have operated on the premise that the community is 

demanding that the Workhouse be replaced. It is 105 years 

old, never designed for its present purpose, obsolete, inade

quate in every way except total CRpacity. If we accept the 

need for a new insti tutioll -- whic:h we are referring to as a 

Corrections Center, not a Workhouse 

relative costs as well as total costs. 

then we can consider 

New correctional institutions cost from $13,000 to $31,000 

per inmate. We are using $15,000 in our present, pre-architec

tural examination. 

In 1963, the Alexander report recommended a capacity of 

700, expandible to 900. At $15,000 per bed, the initial cos'l; 

would be $10,500,000. It would cost over $600,000 a year for 

30 years to payoff the debt created by this facility. Our 

preliminary estimate -- subject to a determination primarily of 

whether or not the alternqtives to incarceration will be avail

able -- is that we need build only half this size if we put 

money into programs. Obviously, if this is true, the cost 

would be only about half, and the $300,000 a year savings 

could apply to the proposed increase in operating costs. 

At this stage we have not yet examined the possibility of 

reduci.ng operating costs of the new Corrections Center in com

parison with the present Workhouse. From a cursory viewpoint, 

we doubt if there can be much if any savings, because the present 

correctional programs are practically non-existent, and the 

security forces minimal. We can say, however, that if we compare 

the operating costs of an institutional program for 300-350 

inmates w;!:th a comparable program for twice that number, it is 

obvious that the smaller the population, the cheaper the 

operating costs. What this would amount to, in dollars, can-

not be estimated at this time. 

However, on the basis of savings in construction and 

financing charges alone, the smaller Corrections Center would 

permit the construction of both detoxification centers (total 

116 

cost. of about $868,000) and still spend less than would be re

quired if these alternatives to incarceration were not imple

mented. 

Federal aid: The second major means of reducing costs is 

through federal aid. Law enforcement assistance funds can 

legally be spent on correctional programs. The federal govern

ment provides fun&s on a 50/50 basis for construction projects, 

and will provide 60% of the cost of approved programs. Every

thing included in this report meets federal guidelines. 

However, we cannot hold out the possibility of federal funding 

of the entire program. Block allocations are made to states; in 

Ohio the state grant is further divided into districts. Hamilt0n 

County is one of four within District 13. The entire allocation 

to District 13 for fiscal 1970-71 is expected to be $2 million. 

It could not be entirely allocated to Hamilton Couuty; and even 

within a realistic figure for Hamilton County, other types of 

law enforcement programs would expect a reasonable share. As 

the amount available to the state increases, as has been predic~ 

ted, the amount available for correctional programs may increase. 

We caution, however, that the availability of this type of sup

port may be temporary. 

Finally, j.mport:ant economic gains, which cannot be cast 

into specific numbers of dollars, exist if the public is no 

longer required to support a family on welfare because the 

breadwinner is in jail. No records exist that would give a 

total of dollars saved, but it is not uncommon for families of 

priscners to be on the welfare rolls. Many dollars of taxes 

are lost because an offender is in jail rather than working. 

Some offenders lose jobs because of incarceration, then have 

difficulty getting new jobs following release; when these cases 

end up on the welfare rolls, there are additional public costs 

which could be avoided through appropriate alternatives to 

incarceration. 
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Lesser offsets: Other financial benefits may be realized. 

Fo!' example, the concept of expanding instalment payment of 

fines may increase court revenues by as much as $75,000 a year. 

Another from of saving is in the conservation of police time 

spent on alcoholics, if our suggestion for a system of citations 

instead of physical arrests is adopted. While the police force 

would not be reduced to provide a cash savings to the taxpayer, 

this change could offset some of the need for additional police 

manpower; it should be kept in mind, as cited in Chapter VI, 

that the cost of arresting and prosecuting alcoholics has been 

computed a.t $600,000 a year, mostly in police manpower. This 

is a significant portion of the police division's request for 

$3 million in additional manpower. 

P Present level of expenditures: It should be borne in mind 

that Cincinnati now spends a smaller porportion of its law 

enforcement dollars on courts and detention than the typical 

American city. A study shows that the 43 largest cities spend 

24 cents on courts and corrections for every dollar spent on 

police. However, Cincinnati spends only 11 cents, less than half 

the average proporation. Cities which have tackled the corrections 

problem have spent more. St. Louis, for example, spends 23 cents 

on courts and corrections for every dollar spent on police. If 

Cincinnati raised its expenditure level to the same proportion 

as the average, it would have to spend an additional $1.3 million, 

which is more than this report recommends. l 

Non-Economic Benefits 

In the final analysis, regardless of how many of these possible 

offsets materialize, these recommendations will cost money. What 

will the community gain by the added expenditure? 

1 
Criminal Justice Expenditure and Employment for Selected Large 
Governmental Units, 1967-68. Washington, Bureau of the Census, 
State and Local Governmen'c Special Studies No. 55, 1970, p. 310 
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The ultimate objective is reduction of crime. Studies 

of felons in state institutions indicate that most felons began 

their criminal careers as misdemeanants. Thus, while the 

misdemeanors which are within the jurisdiction of the Municipal 

Court may not be the crimes which produce community tension, 

the persons involved may well be the same criminals. While the 

reduction in major crime will require a greater community effort 

than is represented by this study, we nevertheless believe this 

program to be supportive of the larger effort. 

Another benefit is the help this program might supply to 

individuals. Anyone who has sat in the Hamilton County Criminal 

Court cannot help but realize how pathetic many of the offenders 

are. These are not hardened, malicious criminals; more often 

they are the victims of a combination of problems that might 

overcome anyone. Solutions in such cases not only can save 'che 

individuals, but also their families. 

We have no illusion that these programs will produce a 

millenium. Some will benefit, others will reject help. Suc

cessful probation programs have reduced recidivism by half. 

This is not too high a goal for Hamilton County. 
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APPENDIX A 

CLASS SPECIFICATIONS FOR KEY POSITIONS 

COURT ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 

Duties: This official heads the Department of Court Services of 
the Hilmilton County Municipal Court. He is responsible for all 
activities of the Department, including probation, rehabilitation, 
management of corrections institutions, psychiatric clinic, and 
all other administrative services of the Court. Each of these 
programs is immediately slpervised by a Director; the Court 
Administrative Officer recommends appointments to fill these 
positions, and provides overall direction but is not expected 
tc be concerned with internal op0ration of each Division. He 
works closely with the Joint Session of the Court, recommending 
policies necessary to carry out the overall mission of his 
Departmento He also represents the Department to various com
ponents of the community, including social service agencies, 
political subdivisions, and the general public. He takes an 
active role in review of budget and programs. He supervises the 
Director of Program Development and coordinates the work of the 
latter with the operating Divisions of the Department. 

Qualifications: Each applicant must be graduated from a univer
sity with a degree in corrections, sociology, psychology, social 
work, public administration, or other related field; graduate 
work in the above fields is desirable, but not mandatory. 

He must have successful experj.ence in the administration of 
correctional programs. 

Demonstrated skill in working with people is essential. 

This position requires a sensitive person, dedicated to cor
rectional work, able to manage a large multi-faceted correo-· 
tional program in an effective as well as efficient manner. 

.. 120 -

DIRECTOR OF PROBATION SERVICES 

Duties: This official is in charge of the Division of Probation 
Services. He supervises a staff of professional Probation 
Officers rendering supervising services to all persons placed on 
probation by the Municipal Court. He supervises a staff of 
intake interviewers charged with the responsibility of making 
pre-sentence investigations on those cases on which such in
vestigation is ordered by the Court, and for making the pre
liminary determination as to the type of rehabilitation effort 
which should be undertaken for each probationer. He also will 
organize a volunteer unit to assist in probation supervision, 
recruiting volunteers and providing for their supervision through 
a paid Coordinator of Volunteers. He will work with the Director 
of Program Development and the Director of Rehabilitation in 
developing effective programs for treatment of probationers and 
in training staff to execute these programs in appropriate 
instances. 

Qualifications: Each applicant must have a Master's Degree in 
correctional work, and successful experience in supervising a 
staff of Probation Officers. 

He must have worked in an agency which had a program of volun
teer probation officers, and must have had a significant respon
sibility in its operation. 

Demonostrated skill in working with people is essential. 

This position requires a person skilled in probation work, who 
is able to organize a f:l1bstalltj.al pl'ogram of use of volunteers 
in a 'Pl'ohatj.on secti.ns_ 
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DIRECTOR OF REHABILITATION 

Duties: ~lis official is in charge of the rehabilitation pro
grams of the Hamilton County Municipal Court. He develops 
liaison with private agencies with potential usefulness,for some 
probationers, arranging for their cooperation as Proba'~~on 
Officers come upon cases in which the agencies' expert~se ~ould 
be likely to be valuable. He will develop a system of res~
dential facilities for persons needing either physical shel~er 
or supportive therapy, and will supervise the personnel ass~gned 
to residential facilities. Such facilities will include half-
way houses, pre-release centers, and rehabilitation facili~i:s 
for alcoholics. He will also be responsible for the rehab~l~·· 
tation programs which take place in these premises, including 
group therapy and counselling. When new programs are adopted, 
ordinarily following recommendations cif' the Director of Program 
Development, he will be responsible for their imp17ment~tion, ~d 
will cooperate with the Director of Probation Serv~ces ~n assur~ng 
proper utilization. 

Qualifications: Each applicant must be graduated from a univ:r
sity with a degree in corrections, sociology, psychology, soc~al 
work, or other related field; graduate work in any of the above 
fields is desirable, but not mandatory. 

He must have had successful experience in the administration of 
correctional programs. 

Demonstrated sKill in working with people is essential. 

This position requires a person dedicated to the rehabilitation 
of offenders, able to work with all kinds of community groups 
to develop a range of rehabilitation services, and able to 
manage those services which must be provided within the Court 
system because they are not otherwise available. 
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DIRECTOR OF PROGRAM AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT 

Duties: This official is in charge of the program development 
staff training, research, and evaluation functions of the 
Department of Court Services. He serves in a staff capacity to 
the Court Administrative Officer, but works closely with the 
various Division heads responsible for probation, rehabilitation 
operation of institutions, and Psychiatric Clinic. He has the ' 
responsibility for recommending records systems that will reveal 
the information necessary for successful program operation for 
working with computer personnel to attain results from the'records 
and for analyzing the output of the record system. He interprets 
data to the Division heads, and recommends program changes based 
on his evaluation of program effectiveness. He assists in 
implementing programs through periodic staff training. He main
tains contact with universities and other research gruups through 
an advisory committee on research. He also works with univer
sities on training personnel for corrections work. He prepares 
reports for public consumption describing the work of the 
criminal justice s~stem. 

Qualifications: Each applicant must have at least a Master's 
degree in a behaVioral science, with emphasis on correctional 
work and research techniqueso 

He must have successful experience in either research work in 
the behavioral sciences or in employee development, and must 
have competence in both fields. 

He,must have demonstrated his ability to innovate. Some famili
ar~ty with computer technology is important. Skill in working 
with people is important. 

This position requires a person familiar wHh corl'ectional 
work, capable of performing research, and of converting 
resero'ch findings into meaningful programs, and training staff 
to carry them out. 
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